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Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Governor William J. Mills returned (By Special
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. Rev. W. S.
last night from Las Vegas and other
of health Randolph is nursing various cuts and
points, looking in the best
and feeling fine after his trip. The bruises and a number of other memtobers of the Union Presbyterian church
governor left Santa Fe a week ago
car.
a
in
south
are using soothing lotions today as a
private
day traveling
With him was Adjutant General result of ten minutes of lively fistcuffs
Brookes and the governor's staff. On over church affairs. During the melee
in the pastor was thrown through a winThursday, the governor stopped
Las Cruces and found that city pros dow.
re
Dr. Rudolph with a number of his
pering and the people happy as a
sult of the good crops tnis year.
friends were sitting quietly in the rear
Then he traveled to El Paso, Texas, of the auditorium of the church while
where he took part, with several other trustees and other church workers
governors, in the statehood celebra arraigned the pastor in severe terms
tion in honor of New Mexico ana An for attempting to retain possession of
zona. "The people of El Paso were the church after he had resigned
indeed very kind to us," said the gov- from the board of governors.
ernor this morning, "and they neglectEngaged in Fist Fight.
ed no opportunity to show their hos
a motion was carried to go inThen
din
pitality. There were luncheons,
ners and parties galore and every to executive session in a room adone enjoyed himself. There was a fine joining the church, and the pastor and
narade and a great throng to see it. his friends inferentially were invited
Dr. Rudolph,
On Saturday, the governor started to absent themselves.
led his cohorts around to a
north, going to Las Vegas and on however,
a back door and entered the room.
Sunday to Mora where he attended tne A
fight immediately became general.
convention.
county
Republican
Women in hysterics bolted into the
enthusimost
was
convention
This
while a dozen or more men
astic, the governor said, and it was open air
at each other in grim and allargely attended. On Tuesday, the punched
most
of
governor returned to Las Vegas and them silent earnestness, several atbecoming engaged while
then home.
The governor brought with him u tempting to act as peacemakers.
Dr. Rudolph and his church are
beautiful silk flag of 48 stars presented him by the city of El Paso. It has prominent and the affair has caused
been much admired as was the flag a great stir throughout the city.
given the governor of Arizona.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
has returned from Las Vegas where
he has been doing some campaign!
work in the interests of the Republican
party. Mr. Jaffa went to the Meadow
City from Albuquerque where he atWAYS
tended the Masonic grand lodge meetings.
Notary Appointed,
O'Con-ne- r
Governor Mills has appointed Will-la- Address by Mrs.T. P.
Wilcox of Albuquerque, BernaLouisville,
lillo county, a notary public.

Special Leas--d Wire to New Mexican)
Tifton, Ga., Oct. 25. S. M. Butler
of New York City was instantly killed
near here this morning when an automobile which he was driving in the
Glidden tour, from New York to Jacksonville, was overturned. T. J. Walker and his wife were hurt. Butler was
chairman of the contest board of the
Automobile
American
Association.
Walker is president of the California
Automobile Association and had been
selected as referee for the tour.
The accident was caused by a break
in the stearing gear. The car was
wrecked and Mr. Butler was instantly
killed.
Referee Walker's injuries are believed to be serious. Mrs. Walker's arm
was broken. The injuried were carried to. a Tifton hospital.

SDecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 25 Advi-ce- s
of an important and perhaps decided rebel victory over the main body
of the imperial arms on the mountain
passes separating Hu Pen and Hunan
provinces, were received here today
ree Press. The mesby the Chinese
sage, which came from hong Kong,
said that General Yin Tchang in command of the 21,000 royalist troops
with 150 guns was driven back by
General Li Yuen Hung with Ij.OOO rebels. The defeateu army at last re
ports was entrenching itself in the
city of Wu Sing Kwan.
China Flush With Money.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 25. The
Chinese government has withdrawn
its request for permission to postpone
payment of the current installment of
the Boxer indemnity. This is taken

(By Sptclal Leased Wire to Kew Mexican) (P.v Special I.cnwd Wire to New Mi xirati'l
Cotton
New York, Oct. 25. The New York
Washington, I). C, Oct.

(Br

(Br

Giants defeated the Philadelphia
in a thrilling game by a score
'of four to three in ten innings in the
play this afieronon. The Athletics
commanding lead of three runs was
finally overcome in a desperate ninth
inning rally by the Giants who put two
runs across the plate on two doubles
and a single. The home team won in
the tenth when Doyle doubled, was
advanced to third on an attempted
sacrifice and then scored on a long fly
by Merkle, which Murphy captured on
the line.
The ba'ting Order.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 25. Todays
probable batting order:
NEW YORK Devore, L. F; Dayle,
2B; Snodgrass, C. F; Murray, R. F;
Merkle, IB; Herzog, SB; Fletcher, S.
S; Meyers, C; Marquard, P.
BAILEY
HAS
NOT
in obtainto indicate China's
PHILADELPHIA
Lord, L. F;
CHANGED HIS MIND AS YET.
secret
some
ing a large loan from
C. F; Collins, 2B; Baker, 3B; Mursource of effecting an arrangement Declares it is His Irrevocable Decision phy, R. F; Davis, IB; Barry, S. S;
with the revolutionists for the
to Retire From Senate in
Lapp, C; Coombs, P.
of order.
Klem and Brennan, Na1913.
Umpires;
Shanghai, China, Oct. 25. The cap- (Bv Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican) tional League. Connolly and Dineen,
ture of Chang Chow by the revoluWashington, D. C, Oct, 25. Em- American league.
tionists was announced in dispatches phatically denying reports that he
First Ining.
(
which reached here today. From a had changed his mind about retiring
Marquard used great
Philadelphia
strategetic point of view, this city to private life, Senator Joseph W. speed and was inclined to be unsteady.
should prove of great value to the j Bailey, of Texas, in an interview here,
Lord had three balls and two strikes
rebels, it is the junttion of Kai Fung stated that his decision to leave the when he drove a short liner to left
and Peking Hankow railroads and is Senate at the expiration of his present on which Devore made a 'wonderful
located 250 miles north of Hankow. term, in 1913, was irrevocable.
shoestring catch.
Imperial Troops Cut Off.
Olding went out on a grounder to
off
from
Its capture apparently cut
who made a pretty play on
Doyle,
all the Imperial troops now gathered
the ball to ..ierkle. Oldring broke his
TAKES
around Hankow and Wu Chang.
bat in smashing the ball Marquard
Todays news from the lower Yang
seemed a little nervous and Meyers
Tse Valley was all discouraging to the
went down and natted him on the
government. With Kiu Kiang in unback. Collins was out on a fly to
Imof
the
rebels,
disputed possession
Snodgrass. iNo runs, no hits, no erperial fleet has retreated on down the
rors.
river, some of the vessels being reRepublicans Hold Rally New Y'ork Devore drove the first
ported as far eastward as Wu Hu.
pitched to Barry who got his man
Conditions are ominous, not only in
That Makes Many Votes ball
at first.Doyle hit a weak foul
handily
Wu Hu, but also in Nanking. Most of
for Ticket
which Baker
Kentucky
Snodgrass
captured.
For the Treasury.
the Manchu officials have left these
was given a big cheer when he stepTreasurer Rufuir J.
Territorial
-into
are
two
cities
and
crowding
ped to the plate.
Palen has received the sum of f 14.25
IS UNITY Shanghai.
GLEAN BALLOT, GOOD SCHOOLS
from Game and Fish Warden Thomas OUR' WATCHWORD
Snodgrass went out by the Baker-Davi- s
Big Cities In Panic.
route.
P. Gable.
The Taotai of Shanghai today beLand Entries.
Davis made a nice pickup of Baker's
came so ularmed ovr the
Against Convict Labor in Com throw. No runs, no hits, no errors.
The following were the land entries Threadbare Arguments Against of secession of the native possibility
city to -s
Second Ining.
Woman's Suffrage Are
at the local land office: Antonio
petition With the Workrebels that he removed his house,
Baker got a big hand
Anton Chico; Antonio J.
Philadelphia
Of.
Man.
Disposed
hold to the foreign setlement. The
ing
when he came to the plate. There
Stines, Wagon Mound; Pleasant R
Taotai of Nanking has also put himwas another cheer when Marquard fan
Wilmath, Estancia; Elenor Martinez,
Wire
New Mexican
self under the same protection. The
to Ue New Mexican.
ned Baker. Marquard's speed was
Desiderio Martinez,
Monero; J. 0. (By Special Leased Oct. to25. Man
and city, ot Su Cnow is in panic owing to Special
Louisville,
Ky.,
Orin, Raton; C. E. Hunt, Chaves; his
Deming. N. M., Oct. 25. One of the terrific. Murphy to left. Marquard
political ways were weighed and the revolutionary threats of five thouWilliam T. Brown, Lucia.
rallies singled sharply to left. Marquard alpolitical
Republican
largest
found wanting this afternoon by Mrs. sand
weavers, whose wages have not ever held in Deming took place at the most pinched Murphy off first on a
Meets Colonel Collier.
T. P. O'Connor, wife of the Irish lead- been
paid for a long time.
One of the first callers on the gov
Crystal Theatre last night, despite snap throw. The
jeered Umer, who addressed the National Wo- Kiu Kiang Rebel Capital.
ernor upon his return home was Col
the fact that no less than fifteen hun- pire Dineen when he called Murphy
W. C. Collier, director general of thej
Revolutionary agents here anounced dred people were rnattendance at a safe. Davis fanned. Murphy tried to
Mrs.
Qur Watchword bc UnU
San Diego exposition, and one otJhe 0Connor
that the insurgents expect to street carnival and other attractions steal second but was out Meyers to
today
t0
t?rmed
what
ghe
repied
the "old threadbare argument'.' against establish their headquarters at Kiu held particularly tor women and child- Doyle. No runs, one hit, no errors.
Colonel Collier was- warmly
New Y'ork Murray could not see
woman suffrage, outlined what she Kiang, which will probably be the ren. The great theatre was a scene
listened
v, tu
of an animated throng of voters who Coombs fast ones und struck out.
declared were typical abuses of men's revolutionary capital.
of
to
the
the
big
program
attentively
It is unquestionably a fact that the came to find out the truth of the pre- Merkle was another strike-out- .
HertQ
and urged her
wuu u is iu tuiii.iiiuiui ate tuc ;poweraf
iULaii
entire Yang Tse region and most of sent political situation. Stirring ad- zog bunted between Barry and Baker
The
opening of the Panama canal.
southern Chinas as well is completely dresses were made by Hon. H. O. Bur-su- after Coombs had two strikes on him.
inarch forward together.'
-BUvB.i.UI
If the majority of men could be revolutionary in sentiment. All the
Judge a. B. Fall and Judge E. A. Herzog stole second, the second base
some day Colone Collier would bring Lonvinc(J tnat
,t wouId e tQ thelr cities have been taken over by the Mann.
stolen by the Uiants in the series.
to
himself and his
genius
advantage and to the advan-- rebels in the past few days, have been Opposed to Competitive Convict Labor B'letcher fanned and Coombs was
New Mexico in which territory the personal
tage of the state to accede the vote to captured almost without resistance.
Never was a political speaker given cheered for his pitching. No runs,
colonel is greatly interested, as he women our
Manchu Officials Killed.
fight would be at an end,"
more courteous or more Interested at- one hit, no errors.
assured Governor Mills.
"When you ask them
she declared.
The local government has surrend tention than that accorded Mr. Bur-suThird Inning.
why we don't vote they advance old ered quietly and rebel appointees have
Philadelphia: Barry went out on
There was no effort at spread
RELATIVE SUSPECTED OF
threadbare arguments, the first being taken their places with little stir. A
HELEN KNABE'S MURDER.
eagle oratory, but he got right down a grounder to Herzog, whose throw
that all women would vote according few Manchu officials have been killed to
brass tacks and told the people what beat the runner several feet. Lapp
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) to the
politics of their husbands. If but most of them joined the rebel for- he would do when he took the oath singled over second, hitting a bail that
Indianapolis, Oct. 25. Detectives
took the police headquarters for this be true, why shouldn't a man want ces.
He favored was far over his head. Meyers had
Another Retails of the transfer of Chang Sha of office next January.
off first on a throw
examination Augusta Knabe, cousin, two votes instead of one?
is
roads
and
opposed to prison Daiip caught
good
Is that if women had votes to the revolutionists were
reported to labor that comes into competition with but Merkle dropped the ball. It was
and Katherine McPherson, assistant argument
men would no longer pick up their the telegraph headquarters hare
not an error for Merkle.
Coombs
by free labor.
to Dr. Helen Knabe, former state
handkerchiefs. I have lived in Eng- the operator in that city.
hit a grounder to Herzog who threw
who was found dead with
Favors Clean Ballot.
land
years, and during that
to Doyle but the Giants' second basePolite Notification.
her throat slashed in her apartment time twenty-siI have always picked up ay own
of a corrupt man dropped the ball in his eagerness
favor
in
He
spoke
"Please
take notice," he said, "that
early yesterday.
handkerchief and not had the advanpractices act, a clean ballot, more and to make a double play.
the insurgents have duly occupied
tage of a vote either.
With a man on first and second,
better schools and an industrial deoffice."
"A man left alone in Baltimore this
in our public schools where Meyers went down and talked to Marpartment
He
said
himself
he
that
bad
joined
summer with a negro cook called her
the rich and poor alike can be taught quard. Lord sent a high fly to Doyle.
into the dining room and said. 'Con- the revolutionists. The declared in- useful trades and occupations; insur- Lapp, Coombs and Oldring scored on
of
tention
the
was
he
leaders,
added,
found you, Maria, I want my meals
ance of employes of public carriers Oldring's home run, drive into the
cooked better hereafter or out of the to gradually take over city after city, and is
heartily in accord with the left field stand. The crowd went wild
BIG
centers
the
various
in
already
door you go; I don't propose to pay liking
that the public domain shall and the Athletic's players shook
principle
you $30 a month to send in every- their possession and thus push one be made easy to obtain by good men Oldring's hand as he came to the
thing I eat burned to a crisp.' 'Look to Shanghai. They planned, he said, in search of homes in the sunshine bench. Oldring's smash unsteadied
the telegraph lines as
Maria, 'don't you to
The Eighteenth Batallion of atalkhere,' retorted
Marquard and Collins strolled to first
State.
that way to me, you just 'member soon as possible and permit, business
on four wide ones. Collins stole secBoosts
Is
Irrigation Enterprise
Federals
who I is; I don't like your tone of to continue, under a provisional govTotally
ond. Meyers throw was bad. Ames
He promised to do all that lies In his went out to warm up. Baker was out
voice, and I ain't no trash for you to ernment, which they declared would
Annihilated
holler at, you musn't take me for have the sympathy and support ot the power to promote tbe development of on a grounded to Merkle unassisted.
entire country south of the Yang Tse. irrigation and to reclaim every foot of Three runs. Two hits. One error.
yo' wife.'
"And finally, the great and over
land that can be brought under the
.
Foreign Warships Arrive.
New York Meyers rapped a single
TWO HUNDRED
MEM
KILLED
Trade conditions in Shanghai have plow and made to blossom as the rose which bounded off Baker's legs. Baker
whelming argument Is that to give
The American He referred statistically to the recla- was sent to ba in
women votes would destroy man's improved somewhat.
place of Marquard
home.
in mation of lands by pumping and paid Baker shot a liner to Barry, who tried
doesn't" matter ' about wo- warships have not yet succeeded
It
The Departments of War and men, man's home Is the'
c
brts Valley a great compl- to double Meyers off first but Davis
thing to be getting any effective results from
Interior Are Keeping Deconsidered.
Then there is the last their wireless apparatus. The Ger- ied: t of oeiiig the leader in this direc- dropped the bat. Under the rules of
tails a Secret.
argument, the refuge of man vessels, however, are getting a tion. Ke pledged himself to be official scoring, Davis is not credited with
the pessimist, that already the fran- jfew messages through the neighbor booster of New Mexico along every an error. Devoro struck out.
Meyers
chise is too large, and as women are hood of Hankow. The American cruis- line that will make for a greater gran- was out
( By Special Leased Wire lo New "Mexican)
attempting to steal, Lapp to
Mexico City, Oct. 25 According to clamoring for vptes the only refuge er Albany is anchored off Shanghai der state. Mr. Bursum made many Collins. No runs, one hit, no errors.
the best information obtainable the is to take it away from a certain num- awaiting the arrival of Rear Admiral riends by his visit to Deming and it is
Ames went in to pitch for New
of men who have not gone through Murdock, who is expected on Novem18th battalion of Federals numbering ber
openly stated on the streets this morn- York.
2.
The
New
ber
a
Orleans
is
course
still
cannot
stand
at
and
collegiate
ing that no one can look into his hon200 men was wiped out by the Zapatis-ta- s
Fourth Inning.
well In a spelling competition.
Nanking.
est face and believe him capable of
in yesterday s fighting. The r deThe crowd
Philadelphia
to be trusted with unare
"Men
yelled
10,000
Troops.
Jap
doing wrong to any man.
partments of war and the Interior de- limited power, but the very foundawhen Ames curved the first ball from
A
10,000
that
report
Japanese troops
cline to make public the facts.
Fall
Blue
Ballot.
a strike. Murphy sent up a high foul
Against
tion of the relations of men and wo- have arrived at Mukden, Manchuria,
Woman Killed in Saloon Row.
Fall dwelt upon the constitu- which landed In" Meyers mitt. Davis
are wholly wrong.
The theory is causing uneasiness among the sup
Judge
men,
Two drunken guards at Torreon Is that men toward women are wise,
of the revolution who believe tion and the legal phases as applied was out when Merkle toon his groundstarted in to clean out a saloon op- noble, generous, chivalrous, and just; porters
that
Japan is about to aid the Manchu to the present condition. The Judge er and ran to first., Ames was using
posite the plaza in Gomez Palaclo and that we can trust them to make laws government:
made a plain straight business talk a big drop and wide
Barry
had partially succeeded in doing so for us which will protect our Interests
that went directly to the hearts of his went out to Merkle. No runs, no hits,
The
authorities
Japanese
explain
when they were Interfered with by the and for the rest we must use tact and that If such a movement has been hearers, explaining the perniciously no errors.
summoning of a Band of mounted
New York Doyle hit a long fly into
diplomacy to manage them. Men's great made in Manchuria the onry purpose blue ballot and the animus back of it.
The men escaped amid a rain shibboleth, the thing be cries out for, is to protect Japanese residents, their He answered very conscientiously all the right field seats and the crowd
n
a.wom-aof bullets one of which struck
with fatal results.
Continued on Page Faur.
(Continued on Page Five.)
Continued on Page Blgnt.
(Continued on Page Rlgkt)
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Wire to X'-- Mexican!
Oct. 25. On the
l'hoenix,
Arizona,
ginning throughout the south since!
face
of
the returns sufficiently
the picking of the crop of 1911 began,'
has been carried on with ureaier acto make the resjlt practically
tivity this season than in any year in certain, Gorge W, 1. Hunt will be
the history of the industry and 1ms
resulted in the unprecedented quantity the Democratic nominee for governor
of 7,T40,Go4 running bales of cotton against Judge Edward R. Wells of
ginned to October IS. The census Preseott, Republican, in the first state
bureau report issued at 10 o'clock to-- election, December 12.
day, showed that greater quantities'
were ginned during the season in ev- - j Wells experienced slight opposition
primaries yesterday from
ery cotton state except Oklahoma, j in the
There were 2,31G,000 more than were (koige W. Young, territorial secre
ginned last year to the same date, tary. Hunt, who served as President
1 322,740
bales more than during the ol the Constitutional Convention last
record crop year of 1904 when 47.7 per year, defeated Thomas F .Weedin of
cent of the year's total crop of
Florence, in spite of the opposition
running bales were ginned to of nearly every Democratic paper in
October IS, and 1,444,468 bales more the New state.
than the big crop of 190S, when 48.1
Democrats Poll Heavy Vote.
per cent of the years crop of
The Democrats polled by far the
131 running bales were ginned to thai
heavier vote in the primary yesterday
date.
the growing season owing to the large number of contests
Throughout
various conditions caused the crop to for party honors. In the senatorial
forecasts have
mature much earlier than in most contest,
previous years and harvest conditions evidently been sent away by Henry
have been excellent in most districts F. Ashurst, who polled so heavy a
vote in the northern counties that inof the cotton belt.
In Texas the ginning surpassed pre- dications point to his nomination and
vious records by more than 000,000 that of Mark Smith, as Democratic
bales: in Georgia by 428,000; in Ala- nominees for United States Senator
bebama by 13S.000 bales; in North Caro Before the election,
politicians
lina by 129.000 bales, and in South lieved that the nominees would be
Smith and Eugene S. Ives of Tucson.
Carolina by 132,000 bales.
Ralph Cameron of Flagstaff and Hoval
A. Smith of Bisbee, are their Republi-caopponents. Edward M. Doe, one
of the three Republican nominees for
tho state Supreme Court, announced
Just prior to the primary that he coild
HATS not serve. Another nominee will be
substituted for him before the general
election,
Tty
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If Women Could Vote What
a Harvest Milliners
Would Reap
POKING

FUN

AT

WRANGLING OVER TALESMEN
IN McNAMARA TRIAL.
Counsel for Defense Raises Question
as to Judge Bordwell's

One of His Friends Dislikes
Report He Referred to Rome
in RatonIf women could vote in New Mexico, it seems a sure thing that the milliners would grow rich on the coming
election bets, according to the theory
"what is good for man, is good for
woman." Many men are betting hats
on the outcome of the election, especially the fate of the blue ballot. One
Democrat said today that he has up
three hats and if he wins them all
he does not know what he will do with

them.
"Ave Roma Immortalis!"
The report in the New Mexican yesterday of H. B. Fergusson's speech
in Raton aroused a good deal of comment today in and around Democratic
headquarters. One admirer of
declared that the speech was
the one delivered by Fergusson four
years ago and that Mr. Fergusson "had
surely not said a word about Rome at
his Raton speech." Another Democrat
claimed in saying: "Oh, you can bet
on Fergusson referring to Rome in
every speech. I know the man." And
straightway was an opening to bet a
few more hats.
Mr. Richardson Is Pleased.
Attorney G. A. Richardson of
the chief of the bureau on Democratic speakers, was wearing a
broad smile this morning. Mr. Richardson has received the report that
"monster meetings" are greeting some
of his speakers and he therefore
with a great joy. Mr. Richardson is keeping the messenger boys
on a swift trot to take his telegrams
to the various speakers in the field.
Ros-wel-

'

Attitude.

FERG0S50N

(Bv Special Leased TVIre to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 25 Whether questions put to talesman by Judge
Walter Bordwell in the Mc.N'amara
murder trial were likely to indicate to
the prospective jurors any desire on
the part of the court to have them
qualify, was a question raised
in
court by counsel for the defense today
in reply to a sort of informal argument by Attorney Le Compte Davis
for the defense. Judge Bordwell gravely replied that his only desire was to
get at the mind of the juror with full
appreciation of the responsibility in
volved.
District Attorney Fredericks offered
a solution of the problem, saying Da
vis s protest indicated that neither
side was in a state of mind to view
the proceedings impartially and that
the state viewed the situation from
the opposite angle.
"I think its just our bias," he de
clared.
"We don't think so," said Attorney
Clarence S. Darrow, chief of counsel
for the defense, who on the previous
occasion announced his belief that "a
court always examines a talesman to
keep him In the box."
Attorney Davis' protest occurred in
the course of the examination of A.
C. Winter, a talesman challenged by
the defense for alleged bias.
The challenge was resisted by the
state, and Judge Bordwell had asked
Winter a number of questions when
Davis protested.

FUNG

SENG IS
ASSASSINATED

Floral Decorations.
Some admirer sent the "Democratic
leader" at headquarters a bouquet of Chinese General and Wife
beautiful flowers which now stands on
Killed by Bomb as They
the desk of A. A. Jones. The rlowers
may be designed to cheer up ChairStep Ashore
man Jones in the hours of trial when
he bears the roar of the Republican
landslide November 7, but they are THROWN FROM A ROOF TOP
too much reminders of a hearse and

a funeral at present.
Republicans Look Confident.
Although never letting up an instant in their activity, the Republican
leaders seen at headquarters today
seem to feel confident that the Reis progressing
publican campaign
nicely and that the entire Republican
ticket will be elected by big majorities.
The bustle and rustle at the many
rooms at headquarters continues and
it Is evident that the next two weeks
will be busy ones.
The relay of
clerks is glad that the campaign Is
to be short.
How Do You Know?
That was the question asked at
Democratic headquarters In regard to
the editorial in the New Mexican
about the mud slinging that the new
edition of Hearst is about to launch.
Chief of the Press Bureau K. W.
(Continued

on Page Five.)

Several Buildings Set on Fire by
Explosion and Bui ned to

the

Ground-

-

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Canton, Oct. 25. The newly appointed General Fung Sen, was assassinated on his arrival to assume his
duties today. The General was accompanied by bis wife and a large escort of soldiers, was coming ashore
when a bomb thrown from the roof of
a building dropped among the party.
The explosion that followed killed
Fung Sen and a number of soldiers
and caused a fire that burned several
houses.
According to one account,
the general's wife was killed. They
came here
from Shanghai having
stopped a few days at Hong Kong.
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His death came after a brief illness.
Mr. Neustadt was
married several NO CilSCIIIIET USER
years ago to a Las Vegas young womHEADACHE
When you nre "just ready to drop," an, Miss Sadie Hoisman. With their
when you feel so weak that you tan oae son she survives him.
hardly drag yourself about and beA 10 Cent Eox Will Keep Your Liver,
cause you have not slept well, you EIGHTY-FIVStomach and Bowels Clean,
THOUSAND
tired-ouas
t
next morning
get up as
CATTLE AT KANSAS CITY.
Pure and Fresh for
when you went to bed, then you need
We Guarantee
Everything
Months.
help right away.
Arrived Last Week and Made
s
Miss Lena Dumas writes from
the Largest of the Year-Sl- ight
dizziGood to Eat and
Sick headache, biliousness,
Everything:
X. Y., saying: 'I was in a badLoss in Prices.
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and
condition
for several
ly
foul breath always trace them to torbut two bottles of Vinol put
Brand weeks
Under
pid liver, delayed fermenting food in
Kansas City Stock Yards, Oct. 25.
me on my feet again- and made me
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
the
me
Eighty-fiv- e
Vinol
done
well.
has
and
thousand
cattle
arrived
strong
Poisonous matter clogged in the inUnder
to be
more good than all the other medi- here last week, including ten thousand
cine I ever look."
calves, making the week's business at testines, instead of being cast out of
into the
If the careworn, haggard men and the stock yards the largest of the the system is
Solitaire Brand
Represented
women, the pale, sickly children and year. The market ruled steady to blood. When this poison reaches the
feeble old folks around here would firm the first half of the week, but delicate brain tissue it causes congesfollow Miss Dumas' example, they eased off a little after that closing tion and that dull, throbbing, sickentoo. t"'-- ' soon be able to say that with a slight loss on most of the ing headache.
V". ( r ('dicious cod liver and iron cattle, native cows 10 to 20 lower at
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purga1 built them up and made the finish, calves 25 lower. The uteers tive waters force a
;ki'"
passageway for a
'
ir r'.roug.
selling between six and seven dollars day or two yes but they don't take
is a wonderfully strengthening never lost an undercurrent of strength the poisons out and have no effect
and invigorating
and we packers seeming to need that kind. upon the liver or stomach.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
sell it. under an iron-claguarantee Country buyers cleaned up the supply
of satisfaction.
You get your money of stuff suitable to take out, and left regulate the stomach, remove the
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No, 40.
back if Vinol does not help you. The few cattle in the pens at the close sour, undigested and fermenting food
WE GIVE
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. Capital
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M. of the week. More cattle are going and foul gases, take the excess bile
direct into feed lots than heretofore. from the liver and carry out of the
A PRAYER.
There is also less expectation of low- system all the decomposed waste
0 God of Love! make me of love, er prices on country kinds, and those matter and poisons in the intestines
who want cattle are more willing buy- and bowels.
that I
A Cascaret tonight will surely
May give to Her a Life that shall not ers. Cattle receipts here today are
30,000 head, estimated',
die;
though the straighten you out by morning. They
1 who have dared to breathe Her name final count will show more than that work while you sleep
a
box
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
number.
Kansas pasture cattle are from your druggist means inside cleanmust be
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
First of all worthy to have walked prominent in the arrivals. The mar- liness and a clear head for months.
ket today is steady to 10 lower, more Ask any of the millions of Cascaret
with Thee.
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Let me grow sweet with Beauty till sales around steady than otherwise. users if they ever have headache.
Western cows today at $3.90 brought
my heart
Delicious Cream
on Thursday and
Old
Shall always be an alter where Thou $4 last Monday. Forty loads
Herewith are some bargains offered
Mexicos are here today, steers around
art;
the New Mexican PrintingCom-pany- :
by
cows
$1,
me
O save
$3.50.
from the fevered ways of
Panhandle stockers
Code of Civil Procedure of the
oi high breeding sold today at $5 to
men
Phone, 19 Black.
That my breath shall not blight upon $3.25, medium range stockers $3.S5 to Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
$1.75, Panhandle cows $3.50 to $4.30; bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Her when
Missouri Code
I look upon Her face, and give my Colorado beef steers $4.40 to $5.50, Pleading forma, $5;
cows $3.75 to $4.S0. Quarantine re- Pleadings.. $6; the two for $10.
eyes
Rapture of dreaming on the white ceipts are smaller today, market in Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
line with natives, steers at $3.80 to of New Mexico, 889, 1981 and 1903,
surprise
Of Her pure virgin beauty, that the $5. Prime native steers are scarce English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
no toppy cattle here today,' though full leather $s.
Sheriffs Flexlbli
more
Shall train my soul to worship and $8.50 would probably
be paid for Cover Pock.t Dockets, tingle, $1.26;
them. Good to choice
fed steers two er mere books, SI each.
adore.
New
Make me as pure as night that I may bring $7.25 to $8.25, native grass steers M xico Supreme Court Reports, Nos
$5 to $7.35, bulls $3.25 to $4.25, calves t and 10 iaclusive, $3.30 each. Com
rest
With dreaming fragrance on Her $4.50 to $7.50.
yilatiea Corporation La.vs, 75 c. ComSole Agent, For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
More hogs came in last week than pilation Mining Laws, co c
lilied breast;
Money's
Make me as clean as daw n that I may any week since the dry spell in July, digest of New Mexico Reports. tuU
ALFaLFA SLID. All kinds cf f!ov,rs, garden & field seeds in tulkand packagj
and everything with weight sold read- abeeo. $R.60: full list cbool blanks.
he
ily, at strong prices.
Holily wed to Her simplicity.
Heavy hogs
O may my life forget all other things closed 5 to 10 higher for the week,
The only exclusive grain house in
Fe
and
Save that I need the consecrated
packers are anxious for larger
supplies of them.
wings
Light hogs lost
Of Love that is a Prayer to reach the some ground, and pigs declined 25 to
35 cents. The run today is 8,500 head,
place
Phone Black
Phone Black Where I may turn my eyes up to Her which is 1,500 more than the early esand Diseases of the
timate. The market was a renetitinn
face,
Seeing all purely, what I need to of that of last week, heavy weights
Stomach a.rvd Intestines
see
holding steady, lights 5 lower, mixed
may be speedily relieved and in a
That if I love her, I am loving Thee! weights in between, with weight the
short time entirely removed by a
Lawrence C. Hodgson
in the No- determining factor in price making.
safeand absolutely harmless remedy,
Another big run of sheep came in
vember Scribner,
recommended by the medical pro- ression or Europe.
last week, but prices held ud about
steady. A smaller percentage of the
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The Delicatessen Store
Puffs

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?.
Wood-Davi-

Hardware Co.

s

Phone 14.

If Its

Saturday

Hardware We Have

Phone 14

It.

LOUIS NAPOLEON
AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Santa

DYSPEPSIA

LEO HERSCH

45

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Sao Francisco Street.

IA1V IC THE TIME
I

J

I

HE IliUC

I

I

lit. ulHIL

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

Jake Seligman Kills Himself.
Alone in the Horary of his newly

completed $20,000 home at Salida, Colorado, Jake Seligman, "Little Jake,"
one of the wealthiest men in Chaffee
county, known throughout the United
States for his business enterprise, his
charity, his dinners, ana nost of
friends, shot and killed himself.

Bronco Buster Killed.
The Northern New Mexico fair at
Raton has closed. Walsh, the aviator,
made excellent nights again this after
noon, making two spirals at an altitude of 7,800 feet above sea level. The
only thing that marred the meeting
was the broncho busting this after
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
noon, in which a collision of horses
took
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS who place, throwing Joseph Adamson
received injuries from which he
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
died at 6 o'clock.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

LEARNARDLINDEMAFsN

company

d
are ordering in
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
car-loa-

.

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
LIN DEM ANN CO.

New Mexico

For hire at popular price

1

LINE

Buggies and saddle
:

Phone Bfaek

horse.

THEODORE C0KRICK,
132.

You may not feel the trouble in
your stomach, but the ache in your
head tells the tale. Poor digestion,
gas in the stomach, and all such stomach tro ibles cause headaches. Take
Cel-sfor your stomach instead of
taking poisonous pills for your head
the trouble is in your stomach, and
Cel-ssettles stomach troubles. At
the Capital Pharmacy, 10 and 25c.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
the purchase price if it fails to do all
we claim. Is this fair?
o

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
HACK

Death of Albuquerque Businessman.
Many people will learn with regret
of the death of Samuel Neustadt,
which occurred yesterday morning at
his home in Albuquerque.
Mr. Neustadt was a prominent businessman of
Albuquerque and recently finished a
term as a member of the city council.

Here's an Offer You

Should
Not
Overlook.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets remedv
stomach troubles by aiding nature to
supply the elements the absence of
which in the gastric juices causes in
digestion and dyspepsia.
They aid
the stomach to digest food and to
quickly convert it Into rich red blood
ana material necessary for overcoming natural body waste.
Carry a package of Rexall Dvanen- sia Tablets in your vest pocket, or
keep them in your room.
Take one
after each heavy meal and prove our
assertion that indigestion will not
bother you.
We know that Rexall
Dyspepsia
Tablets are and what they will do.
We guarantee them to relieve indigestion and dyspepsia.
If they fail we
will refund your money. Three sizes:
25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00. Remember, you can obtain Rexall Remedies
only at our store The Rexall Store.
The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in
Appropriate Novelties

State Colots for 65c.

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

o

Prtf. $

Why Import Mineral Water
:

as this remedy is named, is introduced to
the American public as Hie best and safest
treatment in all cases of weak. slusxish
and impairei digestion, indicated by the
following symptoms: Crated toiiRiio. lack
of appetite, vomiting, jaundice, burning
pains in stomach, headache, acidity,
dizziness, constipation, colic, general
depression, aversion to certain fixiils,
dyspepsia,diarrhcea,flatuleiicc,stoniach
ache, etc.
Stomalix is prepared by Saiz tie Carlos,
a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist
of highest standing; in Kurone.
Kb lmput unit. Stomalix isnotamere
stimulant, making the patient the victim
of a medicine habit, but restores the digestive functions to robust health, with
the capacity to do their work without
further aid. For Sale by all Brugyists.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
"U"rli Trains.

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

& CO.
New York.
LUJ.'MH

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

:

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WHOLESALE
AtD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

WATER CO.

Wood
Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smiihirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Phone
213

THURSDAY

85

Telephone 85

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.

Phone, Red

No. 23

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanoia Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR CAT p

JALL

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will he glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CMAS. GANN, Prop.

Leaves
on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north, bounc train and arrives at Two
Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p, m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter- than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Good covered nacks and good
way.
Short Orders at All Hours.
,
teams. Fare ?3.C0 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
'urnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
Station.
New York Chop Suey 50c.

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,
SandaUndCleisha
ASSO'ted
DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

- -

M WS
.-

-:

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

2E"iHfc .752f.
Telephone

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
3uggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

cL,Phone9

in Need cf Anyftfni
in the LIVERY' LINE.
Drivers Furnish?!

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Gaspar Ave.

Wh

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Zook's Pharmacy

:

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

New York.

Vaceaeam

VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

E. FOVGERA
Agents, V. S.

Prom

Established 1900

Albuqurque,
E. M, Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

CORRICK'S

Pennants for Decorations

receipts are suitable for killers than

formerly and more are wanted for the
country, conditions which are favor
able to prices. The supply today is
e
Inches of Snow,
Twenty-Fiv27,000 head, almost record receipts
A fall of twenty-fiv- e
inches of snow for this market, prices
steady to
is reported from the Sugarite canon, strong, top lambs $5.75.
Feeding
Colfax county.
lamos sell at $4.10 to $4.70. fat weth
ers $3.40 to $3.70, ewes $2.90 to $3.40,
Adjugded Insane.
ieeamg and stock ewes $2.25 to $3.80
Maria J. Sayers was today adjudged
Have you rurnishecr Kooms to Rent?
insane at Albuquerque, and was taken
A little campaign Want
to the territorial asylum for the inadvertising
sane at Las Vegas. She has a delu- in the New Mexican will keep the insion that some one is attempting to come from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
lapsing.
murder her.
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.
Girl Cut to Pieces.
Seven year old Augustina Canales
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, it
was cut to pieces by an electric car
in Juarez.
Motorman R. L. Town-sen- brings results.
and Conductor E. J. Johnson
were arrested
and placed
in the
FOR THE STOMACH
Juarez jail incommunicado.

HnUUIlU

d

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
nUU

Bl'k,(6l9

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

Phone,

GORMLEY

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
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NO REASON FOR IT.

When Santa Fe

REPUBLICAN

CANDIDATES

Show the

Citizens
Way.

There can be no Just reason why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,'
ills
the dangers of serious kidney
when relief is so near at hand and
ten most positive proof given that
these ills can be cured. Read what
a Santa Fe citizen says:
Torlbio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, N Mex., says: "Two and
a half years ago 1 gave a statement
for publication regarding my experi-- i
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today
I am stronger in my praise of this
I suffered greatly
remedy than ever.
from disordered kidneys, the pains
in my back being so acute that I had
The
to stop work and sit down.
trouble steadily grew worse and I
rarely knew what it was to be free
Soon after
from an ache or pain.
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills,
my pains and aches disappeared and
my back became strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
centsi
New York, sole agents for the United

I

F.

Doan's

j

INSIDE

mm

pit'

absolute confidence of all who know
him in his private life, as a man of
unquestioned integrity, lie has fur
many years been well known as om
of our most energetic and public spiridentified
ited citizens,
frequently
with movements looking to the upbuilding of Las Vegas and its vicinity.
He is not a politician, having devoted
his life to a quiet business career, giving his best attention to whatever
was entrusted to him. His voracity
and trustworthiness are beyond question among his fellow citizens.
Chairman of Penitentiary Board.
It so happens that Mr. Pierce was
a member of the board of penitentiary
commissioners, and its chairman, dur
as
ing H. O. Btirstim's incumbency

&

w

r

if

CONSPIRACY

October 10, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 078C6,
V
SW
No. 10100, for SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
SE
WILLIAM G. SARGENT
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Of El Rito, Candidate for State Aueftor.
of
inten
notice
filed
has
Meridian,
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above e- ;jsXSSX3SKSCS6?6SS3S!!SSJX3S!K apellation of "Watch Dog.'
scribed, betore tne Register or
S
From State of La Follette.
Aged 43 years.
of the V. S. Land Office at
Mr. Sargent was born at Janesville,
Born at Janesville, Wisconof
18th.
on
the
N.
M.,
Santa Fe,
day
X Wisconsin, 43 years ago.
jg sin.
He came
Nov. 1911.
Came to New Mexico when X to New Mexico when only ten years
$i
Claimant names as witnesses:
St old and went to school at Tierra Ama-S- t
jg ten years old.
In mercantile business at El
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez, St
In early
rilla, Rio Arriba county.
St youth he joined his brothers
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of St Rito at early age.
in a
St
Treasurer of Rio Arriba Si mercantile enterprise at El Rito, also
Pecos, N. M.
st County for one term.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in Rio Arriba county, and that has
been his home ever since, although
Served as Territorial AudiRegister. jg
tor under four governors and
since he became auditor of New Mexjs one
ico in 1901, that is ten years ago, he
governor.
acting
TIMETABLE ALL
has not only lived most of the time
to many convenDelegate
in Santa Fe, but has invested largely
LOCAL TRAINS x tions.
in Santa Fe real estate and built a
:st
Hard worker for upbuilding
number of modern residence houses.
of New Mexico.
The following are the time table
children.
has
Married
and
;$t
County Treasurer and Legislator.
railroads:
local
of the
Before he was appointed territorial
!)TSt3tXXSX3tXX1tX$tS3C1i
auditor, he served a term as county
"A. T. & S. F. By."
So many call the life of William G. treasurer of Rio Arriba county.
He
Leave
am a m connect with No 3 west- - Sargent, present territorial auditor, has been a delegate to county and territorial conventions and to one Naand candidate for state auditor on the
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
tional convention.
He has served
12:10
one
uneventful
Fe
an
Santa
arrive
Republican
ticket,
Returning
several terms in the legislature and
firebecause
been
free
from
has
it
p m.
his firm, progressive convictions made
he:?5?
?f, Tf al servlce t0 tne e0le as
ider rather than a loud talker, but
honnH
a legislator.
is the type of a class of businessmen!
6:3t
Santa
at
arrive
Fe,
Returning
Mr. Sargent is married and has chil- anu citizens who are creaung me
n' mJ18
m20
modern
New
and
Mexico
are
placing
p. m. cosect with No. 7 ana
solid
of
foundation
a.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound
circles.
Returning arrv at Banji re 11:1 "
Watcn Dog of tne Treasury.
Threw Away His Future.
P. m.
A man who has so carefully and
M. A. Otero has resigned as treas- D. & ft. Q. Ry.
watched over the urer of the Republican committee ann
conscientiously
funds of the commonwealth, who has accepted a nomination as state sen-- j
Leaves 10:15 a. m. tor north.
scrutinized the expenditures of almost ator from Santa Fe county on the
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
:ten million dollars and has been com- - Democratic ticket.
as a lnn
New 'exico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniec.ts with No. pelled to call a halt more than once and admirer of Mr. Otero, we decline
against claims presented, and yet, to comment, other than to say that
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections has retained his position under four the mighty have fallen mighty low.
governors of divergent views, not to Had he kept his head,' Mr. Otero
from No. 3 east
speak of the interregnum between would have been a strong man in the
the terms of Governor Hagerman and fight for senator, might have been al- Notice for Publication.
Governor Curry when the late James most anything in fact. As it is he is
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office et Santa Re, N. M., Wallace. Raynolds was acting govern- retiring to the shades of oblivion at a
or must be a man of more than ord'- - very young age. Roswell
October 24, 1911.
Register
He nas wen earned tne Tribune.
Notice is hereby given that Cres- nary pans.
on
cendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who,
Sept. 4, 190G, made Homestead 988G,
A Gift With a Thought in It.
You cannot make a misCompanion.
SW
S6. 2 What
No. 07754. for NW
other Christmas present costs take if you give the Companion and
SE
SW
ana
SB
and E
so little and means so much as a sub- it is only f 1.75 a
year now. On JanuSection 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
scription to The Youth's Companion
ary 1, 1912, the price will be advanced
E Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Tt is n friff whlph to
wmI;k fnr $1
$2.00.
tion to make Final five year Proof, to benefiu nQt
only the one wno recelves
The
one to whom you give the sub
desestablish claim to the land above
u but every member of tne same
scription will receive free The Com
crlted, before Register or Receiver U. household.
panion s Calendar for 1912,
lithoS. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
with raany Christmas presents the graphed
in ten colors and gold, and
1911.
of
5th
the
December,
day
sense of novelty wears off by the
Claimant names as witnesses:
'week's end, but The Youth's Compan-Plutarc- you too, as giver of the subscriptibn,
will receive a copy of the calendar.
Armijo, Viriginio Quintana, ion is ag new and S0Ught after the
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
week of the year as the
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass,
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
first. It is elastic in its adaptability;
New Subscriptions Received at This
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for it does not matter whether the Office.
Register, present is for a boy or a girl, young
married people, sedate couple, grand- If rou want anything on earth try parents there never was one yet RESOLUTIONS ON DEATH
OF CHARLES G. RICHIE,
a Want ad in the New Mexica
who did not set store by The Youth's
2
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4

4

4
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The Neal Treatment
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HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER
THE WORLD AS

ttarstjr as

Mortbin; ccd

FIZZ,

COCO

isrtinf

and

ntOK BREW

CHERRY, LESOU SODA,

EEEZ, KLONDIKE

:: x

COLA,

driiks made fraa

SJLXTA FE B0TTL15G

EJMtY

WOKS

filtered water

t

KECK,

Proprietor.

T. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
INSTITUTION IN

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST
COURSES-COMMERC-

LITERARY

IAL,

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students,

Studies Resumed

and SCIENTIFIC

Departments
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people who wish to
boo,ig
facts, m order that they may give jus- from (he territorja, Vasm.eI, t0
tice where justice is due. This he whR.h Mp nurgnm
;
.
.
.
readily consented to give, and the re- .suit is the following signed statement.
wh.vh
n.mtnn,
which speaks for itself, and is worth would have been shown
at
if
first
.
to the c tizen desirous of know.,
,,,, u
of
amount
truth
the
than
platany
,
n
ing
.,.
f lh.
!f
form oratory.
bricks furnished to the Young Men's
Christian Association at Las Vegas
Frequent Reports.
for their building, to which 30,000
Las Vegas, Oct. 21, 1911.
had been donated, which at the usual
To the Editor of The Optic:
I was a member and chairman of the price would amount to $210. It was
board of penitentiary commissioners claimed that Mr. Btirsum was liable
during the time that Mr. l!ursum was for the price of these brick, whereas
the superintendent. The board held his act in donating them was fully
regular meetings once in two months,' approved by the penitentiary board,
and sometimes every thirty days, who thought that when individual
l
and frequent reports were made zens in large numbers had contributed
to us at these meetings by Mr. Bur-- of their private means to the estab-sum- .
The superintendent was ap- - lihment and support of such a
by the governor, not by us, olent institution, it was only right
but it was our duty to exercise general for the territory to assist with some
supervision over the management and brick from its penitentiary.
anatrs ot tne penitentiary, mis we.
Dismissed Bv Grand Jurv.
endeavored to do to the best of our
I appeared before the grand jury
ability.
and gave my testimony very fully. At
Dollar for Dollar.
the request of the district attorney, I
After Mr. Hagerman became govern- - made a complete statement of what I
or, he wished to have some changes knew, and was then examined by him
made in the methods of managing in detail about a number of the
of which Mr. Bursum did ticular items charged against Mr.
not approve; and differences arose be- - Bursum. As to every one of these 1
tween them growing out of this. Then was able to give a satisfactory
governor, without consulting the planation, either from my own knowl-boarof commissioners, who, under edge or from the books and records
the law, were responsible for the ad- - of the penitentiary and territorial
ministration of the penitentiary, treasurer. The result of this and other
brought an accountant from Colorado testimony was that not only the grand
to examine the accounts and make a jury, but the district atorney
to him. No complaint had been self, became convinced that there had
made by the governor to the board of been no shortage whatever in Mr.
wrong in the accounts or the sum's accounts with the territory, and
management; nor did the Colorado ac- - that the charges against him could
countant call upon the board for any not be sustained. They were
He made fore dismissed by the grand jury,
or explanation.
a report to the governor, claiming that No Book of Original Entry Destroyed,
there was a shortage in the accounts,' A great deal has been said in a
and that Mr. Bursum owed the terri- - sensational manner about destruc-torfor money received and not paid tion of books by Mr. Bursum. This is
over. Thinking there might be some one of those reckless charges that
error or oversight in his books, Mr. grow by repetition, and often faster
Bursum immediately deposited in the than the truth can overtake them. It
territorial treasury the first amounts all grows out of the fact that there
claimed, until the matter could be was at one time a book, not forming
looked up; and subsequent investlga- - a part of the regular series of account
tion conclusively proved that every books, called an individual ledger
dollar of the items making up this which was discontinued after all live
amount had previously, end at the accounts in it had been transferred to
proper times, been paid into the terri- - another book. But this book was not
torial treasury, as shown by the treas- - a book of original entry at all; and
urer's books. Then further amounts the fact is, beyond the slightest ques-werclaimed, amounting to several tion, that no book of original entry
thousand dollars. This Governor Ha- - of the penitentiary accounts was de
german demanded that Mr. Bursum stroyed, altered or concealed, up to
should immediately pay over. Mr. Bur the time when Mr. Bursum went out
sum insisted that the report was not of office. Every fact, essential to a
correct; that his accounts were not knowledge of the accounts of the
short, and asked for time to have penitentiary, and upon which any
must necessarily be
examined by some other expert, port thereon
in order that he might answer the based, is shown by these books ot
charges and show the real facts. This original entry and invoices and they
was refused and the governor notified were found intact by the territorial
him that if the amount claimed was auditor. Nothing that could possibly
not paid into the treasury at once, have been in such an individual ledg- the
By
Epworth League of St. John's he would cause suit to be brought for er could have shown any facts that
Methodist Episcopal Church.
it
his bondsmen. Mr. Bursum wxre not fully disclosed by the books
Whereas God, in his infinite wis- wasagainst
at
time chairman of the Re- - of original entry, and Invoices,
the
dom has taken from us our beloved
Erroneous Charges,
central
committee, in the;
publican
brother and
Charles G. midst of a campaign. Realizing the' The only charge of shortage against
to
bestow upon him that
Richie,
injury to his party that would be Mr. Bumim was that he had collected
Heavenly reward he so richly deserv- caused by the bringing of such a suit, and retained money due to the
ed, be it
unfounded, which could not tentiary, or had disposed of bricks,
Resolved, that we the Epworth possibly be decided before the elec- - without accounting for them. The
League of St. John's M. E. Church tion, Mr. Bursum, while insisting that items of these were specified in the
have lost one of our mo6t faithful and he did not owe the territory anything, demand made by Governor Hagerman
conscientious workers- - in Christ's paid over the amount that was claim- - through the attorney general. These
wise counsel ed by the attorney general, amounting were all investigated and reported on
vineyard; one whose
was ever an aid and assistance; with that already paid, to upward of in detail In Mr. Safford's report,
whose presence meant a word of
r
thousand dollars. He paid this gether with all other transactions
cheer and whose personality radiated
protest that he did not owe it. ing Mr. Bursum's term of service,
the sunlight of the Master's face upon He was then removed from his office 1899 to 1906, for the purpose of arriv-ball with whom he came in contact.
Governor Hagerman.
ing at the actual balance of the ao
Brother Richie's life has been a
counts. The most positive proof is
An Official Audit.
comfort and a stimulation to all of
There was no way under the law given of the erroneous nature of the
us to lead a better life and though he at that time by which the territory charges, which will absolutely
has gone from our midst his Christho rii- -, or by which a person fy any business man who reads the re-ian example will ever be with us.
to the territory, even port itself. The errors are so evi- ayi"T i"o-f- v
Be it Further Resolved, that a copy f.'.cfh under protest, could have the dent as to show that they must have
of this resolution be presented to the matter investigated. in court; but af- - resulted either from unreasonable
bereaved wife and family and a copy terward a law was passed during Mr. haste, incompetency,
culpable
given to the press.
administration, and with- - lessness, or a deliberate purpose to be
out objection from him, allowing suit unfair,
THE EPWORTH LEAGUE OP ST.
Official Records,
JOHN'S M. E. CHURCH. to be brought by any one under such!
circumstances. Mr. Bursum brought For instance, one of the items was
'
such a suit. The case was publicly an amount of J700 paid over by Mr.
tried in court, with the result that, Bursum's predecesor, and charged
after hearing all the testimony that as being not accounted for.' This was
The cleanest, the easiest to care for. TTsers
of coal must remember that the ordinary any one had to offer, the court found part of the money paid by Mr. Bur
heater Js a big care to operate. That lta that instead of Mr. Bursum owing the sum in 1906, in compliance with the
amoke and ashed entail. dusting, curtain washing and carpet Bwecplng. Thlnlc then of the territory the money he had paid, the claim of the Colorado accountant. Yet
easjr operation and the cleanliness of Cole's
territory owed him at the time over Mr. Safford's report shows where this
Hot Blast.
This heater has a guaranteed
a hundred dollars. Judgment was Identical money had been promptly
f
feed door through which a current of air draws the smoke directly across
given ordering the money he had paid paid into the territorial treasury
the top of the stove to the stove pipe, away
to be refunded. During this trial the when received in 1899, as evidenced
from the opening.
Contrast this simple,
cleanly feed with tho side door In aa ordinary
court appointed the territorial travel- - by the territorial treasurer's receipt
beater. Side doors used on other atoTea permit the escape of dirty smoke, unpleasant
ing auditor to make a report on the No. 339, the stub of which anyone can
gases and accumulated soot drops from It.
This amount was
If yon
l
a side door stove, coal falls facts, which he did after a thorough see for himself.
to the toot. The
feature embodied
investigation ot the original entries, therefore twice paid into the treasury
Cole's Rot Blast Heater Is aa
everlasting
Invoices and vouchers, books of the by Mr. Bursum for the same Item,
advantage In Its favor. Allow ua to show you
tUs perfect beater before yoa bay.
penitentiary and territorial treasury, Two other Items, for $152.27 and
WOOD-OAVIHARDWARE CO.
and sworn testimony of witnesses. He' ,
in
8a fit FV N. M. was the offlcUl charged by law with
V
Agont,
(Continued on. Pag tlx.)
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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citi-Ful-
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"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked b7 United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

for

1

V1"

'4

Department.

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, bu,t little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
al. graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
m all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. PINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

w

.mm

ca-

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

him-repo- rt

g

there-assistanc-e

High Shoe Timei
.

'
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e

peni-howev-

ALCOHOLISM

VHJ)

ALE,

tte

to

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.

rnor Hagerman. He has proved himso good a business man in that
position that lie afterward resigned it
to accept a better position with one of
tin? leading banks of the
territory. His!
investigation lasted a long time, and
was publicly carried on at Santa Fe.
where every one who had any knowledge of these matters, including the
Colorado accountant, was invited
to
attend and give information.
Brick for Y. M. C. A.
Tn the meantime,
this charge of
shortage in accounts was brought before the grand jury of Santa Fe county by the district attorney appointed
by Governor Hagerman, and I was
summoned as a witness. From my

WVffiJfrjlg

'

Mkvbf arc Mtfestd
OWSa

JfJ'

2

Tfc

,
'
superintendent, and has intimate per-- t(,m
and invoslication of 8
ral
sonal knowledge of the facts upon of the details
which
the
upon
charge
which
rhaigHagerman's
was made, I had become
- w .... of shortage
u.e wxu, ... a
fa
fect, ,atisfied ,nat
h
with a representative of the Optic t;
EgR ha wer ex
was suggested to Mr Pierce tl at M
short
ort(J(, 3
vers.on of these matters would b dQ arcoumant resIted
fanm.nded
all
welcomed
by
grea ly
wp tQ aow
know the real

if

M.

TtJepbem Red 3S and have
ypttr orders delivered.

SOFT DRINKS

No man in Las Vegas slanils high- the examination of the
oil
er as a citizen and business man than county officers ai;d private banks, and
Frederick H. Pierce. Enjoying the had been himself appointed by Gov-

tfr&i,

Mi"

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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LAYS BARE

Pitiable and Malicious Attempt of Herbert J. Hagerman
to Discredit an Honest and Competent
Cfficial and How It Failed.

and

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X.
(Pecos Forest.)

PIERCE

of

Fosten-Miluur-

States.
Remember the name
take no other.
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IS HIGH TIME to quit wear-

IT ing Oxfords and Slippers

and

and change to using high
shoes. This is the only sure way
to avoid cacching cold.

ID

FALL

Our new

WINTER STYLES

are now ready for your inspection, and our prices are so low
that the change will be an easy
one.

FOR MEN
Pat. Colt Shoes, $3.50 to $5.00
3.50 " 6.00
Vici Kid
2.00 " 5.00
Gun Metal

dur-unde-

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
free from appetite, craving- or desire for alcoholic beverages of
any kind whatsoever.

WITHOUT

It is administered
HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more
healthy condition.

The man's health is decidedly improved.

THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offically adopted by
the govern m ent of Australia and other state governments and
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
SIXTY-ON- E

the United States and foreign countries.
Literature and

Full

Information Will

Be

Furnished Upon Application.

satis-coul-

(

Cole's Original Hot
Blast Heater

smoke-proo-

The Original Neal Three Day Cure.
CALL OR WRITE

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second St.

Phone, 321,

ALEIPEI:$UE,

FOR WOMEN

y

N. M.

over-fil-

111

(B-1-

8

.

d

Pat. Kid Shoes,

$2.50

to $4.50

Vici Kid

1.50

"

3.50

Gun Metal

2.75 "

4.00

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Vici Kid Shoes,
Gun

:

:

:

Metal "

:

:

:

"

:

:

:

Pat. Kid
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

$1.00 to $2.75

"

2.75

2.00 "

3.00

1.15

ehnMlueqeti

ee
or

Display
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fumble,
r0om lor doubt as to what Santa Fe and was safe on Fletcher's
. to
v.ill do on election day. Human nat-- Davis forced Murphy on a bunt
Fletcher.
to
threw
who.
the
oven
all
Crandall,
well
ure averages quite
to Doyle,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
world, and if you can get several hun- Barry forced Davis, Herzog
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Meyers
FRANK P. STURGES,
dred unprejudiced unbiased peop'.e to-- Barry was put out stealing
XO hitS. UD6
NO TUnS.
Editor and President.
Vice President.
nr.A nUM frnm tn Fletcher.
.v
'nvemhr 7 f7r nn miltur
i...
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
your personal likes or dislikes, theor them an expression of opinion, it can
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
New York: Herzog was out, Barry
ies or "isms," that ton million dol!ais be pretty well established what the
double to
a
com- to Davis. Fletcher drove a
from
and
entire
sheep
year
wool,
lambs,
the
sentiment
throughout
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Postoffice.
left. Meyers was out, Barry to Davis,
when put into business channels each monwealth is at that moment.
Fletcher
third.
Fletcher taking
-summer
autumn
end
a
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
13.50
good
myitis
Daily, six monthi, by mail
to right.
double
Crandall's
on
scored
ImMto
liie
cashier
deal
at
the
25
main
PRECIPITATION,
SUMMER'S
THE
Daily, per week, by carrier
to
1.00
scored on Devore's single
Weekly, six months
ness tent. You may have a desire
This has been a fairly good crop Crandall
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
The fans went
2.00 for personal
65 Weekly, per year
spite or to get even, but year and what made it such were the left. Score tied.
Daily, per month, by mail
Devore was put out stealing,
- crazy.
lackshow's..
.50
the
been
.
to
on
remember,
had
which
go
got
seasonal rains
Oaiiy, per year, by mail,..,.... 7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Lapp to Barry. Two runs. Three
and personal spite never made busi- ing during the four years preceding, hits. No errors.
GENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M.
ness
good.
Charles E. Linney, section director of
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA' FE COUNTY.
Tenth
Inning.
INew Mexico rjns a show that needs
Santa
Fe,
Bureau
at
S.
U.
Weather
the
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper ia aew Mexico. It la sent to outside "capital. ' Any show that is try- Philadelphia: Lapp out, Crandall a
i,as just compiled a table and a map to Merkle. Coombs singled. Strunk
every postoffice in the Territory, and haa a large and growing circulation ing to run on admissions naid onlv bv
flied to De
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
us own memoers aoes not get very points in New Mexico from March 1 ran for Coombs. Lord
to Merkle
out,
Meyers
vore.
Oldring
far on t"5 road unless if has an.'an-- f to October 1, and thereby indicating
errors.
No
hit.
One
runs.
No
'
c: ,;o
i...y its way. What is apt to where dry farming had the essentials
New York: Plank went into the box
:..':
to New Mexico? What of success as far as moisture is conthe Athletics. Doyle double to
for
',nc!uoo capital to invest here? Is
cerned, at least during the present left. Plank took Snod grass' attempt
,
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
stable government, a good consti- year. Of course, in the higher mounl
to sacrifice and threw to third base
tution that is not changed with every tain
more
elevated
regions and on the
Window Frames,
but failed to catch Doyle. Murray fled
Wainscotting,
whiff of me popular breeze, or is it
Mouldings
the average annual rainfall to Murphy. Snodgrass was now on
Door Frames,
a government, that subscribes to every plateaus,
,
Doors,
Sash,
Ceiling,
is always heavier than on the plains first and Doyle on third, with only one
usings, Base, Dry Run FQoring Custom Work,
vagary of the political catalogue; a and in the lower river valleys and in out.
Doyle scored on Merkle's sacriconstitution that may be changed at such portions as the upper Pecos, fice
fly to Murphy. One run. One hit
twenty-sidifferent places once every Johnson's Mesa, the Sacramento No errors.
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
two years by a "minority" of the
AB H R PO A
New York
Mountains, farming without irrigation
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
Decide for yourself but on does not even assume the aspects of
people?
5 0 1 3 0
If
Devore,
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
the decision will depend whether the
5 1 4 3 4
farming.
Doyle. 2b
show will pay dividends the next five "dry"
2
5 0 0
W2 solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Au over the Territory, except in Snodgrass, cf.,
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
years or not. The show's got to go the central portion comprising Santa Murray, rf
.5. 0 0 0
Plans,
011 or "uust-2 1 0 12
Fe, San Miguel, Mora, Bernalillo and Merkle, lb
Specifications, Etc.
4
0 1 1
southern Union counties, and in the Herzog, 3b
Phone Black 33166.
CAN'T FOOL THE VOTERS.
4
extreme southwestern portions
Fletcher, ss
3
c
A. Munsey, fresh from his an- - prising southern Dona Ana, Otero,
Meyers,
0
tour of Europe, and at a recent ua and Grant counties, there was a Marquard, p
1
:
banquet in New York said
slight excess over the average in pre- Ames, n
1
"It would be unreasonable to com- - cipitation during the seven spring and Crandall, p
1
plain of American high prices, coupled summer months. The greatest excess Becker,
10 15
36
as they are with relatively high wages, was in northern Rio Arriba and north- Totals :..
Batted for. Marquard in third inn
after one has just experienced the ern Grant and central Otero counties,
high prices together with the low The following is the precipitation in ing.
"
AB R H PO A
GOVERNOR HOLM C. "URSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
Philadelphia
wages, of Europe:
inches and decimals of inches during
0
0
If..
Lord.
COUNTY.
"Lord
Claude
TAOS
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAOUIAS ,MARTINEZ,
Hamilton, testifying the seven months at the principal
5 1 2 0 0
Oldring, cf.,
before the London Railway Commis- - New Mexico observation stations:
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO, ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
Collinjs, 2b
(....3 00 00 11 12
sion, boasted actually boasted that
Fort Stanton, 15.G inches.
AUDITOR W: G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
3b.,
Baker,
the average pay of the railway workDulce, 15.10 inches.
4 0 1 4 0
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
Murphy, rf.,
ers, including overtime and Sunday
Folsom, 14.55 inches.
4 0 0 7 2
GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ATTORNEY
lb.,
Davis,
a
V4IWA MfMlAV maa InconvwilMice by Purchaslnr Walls
work, was 25 shillings, or $6.25,
Fort Bayard, 13.85 inches.
4 0 1 3
B.
Barry, ss.,
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
ANDREW
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
week. And yet the railway worker
inches.
JUUll&J
13.18
Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Mountaineir,
4
110
Lapp, c,
has to pay 28 cents a pound for good
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
Carlsbad, 12.97 inches.
Checks
2
mad
1
4
Orders
Money
Foreign
p
Coombs,
beef
and 30 cents a pound for good
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
Las Vegas, 12.49 inches.
0 0
0
.
Plank, p
mutton. Is it any wonder, then, he
COUNTY.
Roswell, 12.15 inches.
0 0
0
Strunk
and all Foreign
strikes? Is it any wonder he lives on
Bluewater 11:9S inches.
U. S Canada, Mexico
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN7 29
37
Totals ..i
Countries
Tlmffctat
bread
and
drippings?"
Alma, 11.53 inches.
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
Two
Tenth.
the
Coombs
in
for
Ran
The United States, under a tariff
COUNTY.
V
Taos, 11.39 inches.
was'ma'deT
lout when winning run'
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Albert, 10.69 inches.
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE for revenue only would reach the level
Two base hits Doyle
Summary:
ot
in
a
few
as
Britain
Great
far
years
Rio Grande Dam, 10.60 inches.
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
2, Fletcher, Crandall. Home run Old
as workmen's wages are concerned.
Santa Fe, 10. inches.
COUNTY.
'ring. Hits off Marquard 3 in 3
Merely the fear of such a tariff in
'Socorro, 9.78 inches.
12 men at bat. Off Ames 2 in
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
Grover Cleveland's times brought into
Santa Rosa, 9.39 inches.
four Innings, 14 men at bat. Off CranBERNALILLO COUNTY.
existence long bread lines and thouAlamogordo, 8.59 inches.
dall 1 in 3, 11 men at bat. Off Coombs
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT EDMUND C. ABBOTT, SANTA FE, sands of soup houses. The Democrats
S in 9, 33 at bat, Plank 1 in 1, 3 at
Bloomfield, 8.14 inches.
COUNTY.
of New Mexico, in their platform, debait.
Sacrifice fly Meyers Merkle.
Albuquerque, 6.04 inches.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST DISTRICT ALEXANDER READ, RIO clared for such a tariff for revenue
5.94 inches.
Stolen bases Herzog, Collins, Doyle,
LordsDurg,
ARRIBA COUNTY.
only which would ruin New Mexico's
Agricultural College, 4.03 inches
Barry.
wool and other industries. The Pro
Final Score.
j
it is true, de
R. H. E.
gressive Republicans,
IN TENTH.
NEW
YORK
WINS
clared for a protective tariff but then
7 1
Philadelphia
4 9 2
sold out that principle for two places
New York
From
(Continued
Page One.)
on the Democratic ticket. To most
Double play Lapp to Collins.
STATE SENATE BENJAMIN F. PANKEY.
men, even a party that professes free
Left on Bases. ,
HOUSE R. L. BACA AND CHARLES C. CATRON.
when it went foul. Doyle
groaned
8
r
trade is more desirable than a faction doubled down the
New York
FLOATING MEMBER OF HOUSE TRANQUILINO LABADIE.
line.
loul
right
5
that swaps a vital principle on vhich
f,;
The crowd ried to rattle Coombs Philadelphia
E HAVE just received a big
1.
Base on balls Off Marquard
prosperity depends, for a mess ot offi- but he fanned Snodgrass. Murray
2.
cial pottage and mighty poor pottage
Coombs
fanned for the second time. Merkle
shipment of NEW FURNITURE
at that. You can't fool the voters of
Hit by pitcher Merkle by Coombs.
was hit by a pitched ball, a fast
which is now unpacked and put upon
Struck out By Marquard 2; Ames
New Mexico at any time, and they will
and took first. Herzog ended
CHARLES CLOSSON.
SHERIFF
Coombs 9.
vote
of
2;
the
the
ticket
stands
that
party
floor for your inspection. With
LOPEZ.
the
CELSO
the Giants hope by sending up a high
TREASURER
Wild Pitch Crandall. Time 2:30.
for the protective principle and can foul to
No runs, one hit, no
CLERK MARC ELI NO A. ORTIZ.
Lapp.
this shipment and our already large
Umpires Klem behind bat; Dinneen
be reliea on never to sell out at any
OF SCHOOLS JOHN V. CONWAY.
SUPERINTENDENT
errors.
on bases; Breenan right field; Conprice.
and assorted stock, we can supply all
PROBATE JUDGE CANUTO ALARID.
Fifth Inning.
nolly left field.
RIVERA.
TELESFORO
ASSESSOR
app went out Doyle
Philadelphia
on
line
was
the
It
Murphy captured
ordinary demands for good furniture.
FIRST DISTRICT, GEORGE KINSELL;
THE JUDICIAL NOMINATIONS.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
to Merkle, the stands gave Coombs by letting the ball drop to the ground,
There are new Dressers, Dining Tables,
The nominations for district Judges a big cheer for his clever pitching it would have counted as a strike
SECOND DISTRICT, JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO; THIRD DISTRICT, ESQUI- and district attorneys have been all when he came to the bat and he resPULA JIRON.
runners
the
batter
and
the
against
Rockers, Dining Chairs, Hall Trees,
COUNTY SURVEYOR BENJAMIN HILL.
made and the New Mexican is pleased ponded by singling to left. Lord for- could not have advanced. Oldring
to note that except for two notor- - ced Coombs at seconc on a grounder was the home run hitter. With two
Writing Desks, Library Tables, all of
THE SHOW'S GOT TO GO ON OR lousiy unnt nominations by the Fu- - to
men on ahead of him he hit a home
Doyle, who threw to Fletcher.
them up to the minute in style and
BUST.
for the Supreme Court, all ring went out, Fletcher to Merkle. No run into the left field stand. The
X
ROADS
GOOD
the
AND
nominations
be
of
finish and priced at Eastern prices.
appear to
blow unsteadied Marquard who was In
high runs, one hit", np errors.
X BURSUM
There a thousand candidates for
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 24, 1911.
New York: For the first time dur-th- the box for the Giants and he was takX
e
political office in the field in New Mex- oraer, aunougn me KepuDiicans nave
installment system
. Our
best of it, both as to caliber and ing the series,. McGraw did not take en out at the close of the third inning.
X To the New Mexican,
ico at this time. One o every eighty
to buy at the
for
it
makes
- the
everybody
possible
of
men
nomiM.
the
N.
have
who
relieved
reputation
Santa
they
.
him, pitched
re,
Ames,
X
men has laid aside every work or busicoaching line. Fletcher sent a
inconvenience
this
to pocketbook
without
's
That
nated.
Athletics
the
highI recently inspected
acknowledged high one to Lord. Meyers struck at wonderful ball and held the
ness to jersuade the voters that he
right price,
X way in the rough Mogollon
is the chosen one to give them the even by the Democrats, is manifest a ball which hit him in the leg and from scoring until the end of the sevcounty
X mountains in Socorro
kind of government they want or the7 rrom tne iact tnat in tne beventn ju- then drove a long foul. Meyers fanned enth when he was relieved ,to let Cran
dicial
of
the
District,
on a high one which was a foot over dall bat for him.
composed
under
the
supervineed. To the readers of newspapers
S constructed
counties of Socorro,
Valencia and his head. Ames was Coombs' eighth
X sion of Mr. Bursum, some fif- it seems as if there was nothing else
Sierra, they endorsed the Republican strike out victim. No runs. No hits, WHEAT MARKET LOWERED
teen years ago, and would say
doing on the 120,000 or more of square
that in the First District' No errors
BY SEVERAL PEGS.
CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
that it is in remarkably good
miles and among the 350,000 people in nominees;
of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba,
composed
Sixth Inning,
when
you
condition, especially
this Territory, except this game of and San Juan
counties, and In the
'
Philadelphia: Collins fouled out to In Corn the Crowd Worked on the
take into consiceration the
politics. But it is the 79 out of every Second District,
composed of Bernalil- - Merkle on an attempted bunt. The
Selling Side. Oats Suffered in
X length ot time it has been built
who
are
busy at their allotted lo, MCKiniey ana bandoval counties, outfield
eighty
back when Baker came
Market dull, 5 lower. Light 5.7537
i '
Price.
X and the rough country which X j tasks, thinking hard,
but they they were unable to find any one to to the moved
perhaps,
bat.
mixed 5.806.45; heavy 5.80 6.45
went
Baker
out
I
Doyle
JS it passes.
have to work, keen hnsv ven nnlitiV. run
the Republican candidates, to Merkle. Murphy struck out on ( B v Sppcial
Wire to New Mexican)
rough 5.806.05; good to choice heavy
CHARLES D. MILLER,
X
al candidates have to eat and live and and against
that they admit the defeat Ames drop curve. No runs. No hits, Chicago Oct. 25. Prospects of- a
6.05 6.45; pigs 3.505.75; bulk
oi
MONtY AND METALS.
Territorial Engineer.
some one has to do the world's busi- of
in No errors.
their
candidates
shortexcept
whatever
"
25
yield
6.10 6.35.
Prime
offsetting
sales
large
Oct.
New
paper
York,
ness. The show's got to go on!
the Fifth and Sixth districts and that) New York- - nevore wa nut when age they may be in other, countries
Silver 541-2- ; Mexican dolSheep receipts estimated at 55,000.
e
Listening to each and every candi- even there the Republicans have a Collins scooped his
That is the answer to the
and shot lowered the wheat market today by lars 45; Call money 2
Copper 12.- - Market steady to shade lower, native
grounds
the
voter
led
date,
is
'
unsophisticated
Journal's attack on Holm O.
winning chance because of the excel-- ; it to first. Doyle put a single to several pegs.
1012.25; Lead 4.254.30; Amalgam- - 2.253.70; western 2.403.75; yearl-ateBursum because he spent $5,000 to to believe that upon that candidate's lency of the Republican nominations, right, just out of Collins' reach. Snod-Bu- t The opening was a shade to
53
Sugar 116; Atchison 106- - ings 3.604.25; lambs "native 4.00
taken altogether, the elective sys- - grass put up a high one which Mur-te- lower. December started at 101
build twenty miles of good road in the election depends his bodily and perto
Great Northern 124; New York 6.00; western 006.10.
for the judiciary has panned out phy took, Doyle stole second.
a loss of a sixteenth to 124; New York Central 105; Northern
101
joughest part of the Mogollon moun- haps spiritual welfare; that if this
'
than it had been anticipated, ray flied to Lord. No runs. One hit ene
tains. Before the nomination of Bur-su- candidate is the chosen one on NovemSouth- cent and then declined to Pacific 117; Reading 140
eighth
COTTON,
ber
7, that purity and righteousness at least, in this, the first state elec- No errors.
before the present campaign was
'.
162
ern Pacific 109;
101
New York, Oct. 25. Cotton, spot
will reign forever afterwards;
in
tion
Mexico.
New
that
Miller
D.
Charles
104.
Seventh
In corn, owing to the fine weather, Steel 59
Steel, pfd.
Inning.
closed dull, 10 points higher. Middling
thought of, Engineer
Philadelphia: ' Davis was out on the crowu was disposed to work on
in an interview with the New Mexican every man will receive his due, that
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 25. Lead steady uplands 9.45; Middling gulf 9.70. No
A
CONVINCING
will
be
the
air
STATEMENT.
filled
with
a grounder to Fletcher who made a the selling side.
.
perfume and
4.15; Spelter firm, 6.20.
expressed astonishment that a road
sales.
On another page the New Mexican pretty play on the ball and had the
built fifteen years ago and not having happy song; that New Mexico will be
December opened
to
LARO AND RIBS.
GRAIN.
PORK,
had a bit of work done upon it should paradise for ever and aye. But each prints a statement of F. H. Pierce of runner at first by several feet.
down at 6565
to 55
and fell
Chicago, 111., Oct. 25. Wheat Dec. j New
comMexican
Printing
Barry got a Texas leaguer to right, to 64
still be in such superb condition and candidate is simply repeating the Las Vegas, giving the inside history
1011-8- ;
May l$5
pany has prepared civil and criminal
ot
and
stole
6lren
of
desire for office. He is of the management the Penitentiary
onS
second, making a beautiful
could have been built for only $250 a
Oats suffered in price owing to the
Corn Dec. 64; May 65
dockets especially (or the use of Jusmile by a man who was not an engi- - Just human and his human frailties and the attack of Governor Herbert fall away slide. Lapp fanned. Coombs weakness of corn. December started
Oats Dec. 47
May 49 4
tices of the peace. They ore especialneer. "Yet," said Mr. Miller, "many aDOUt balance the human frailties of J. Hagerman on H. O. Bursum in that popped to Fletcher. No runs. One hit. a shade to
to
off at 47
Pork Jan. 15.65.
ly ruled, with printed headings, la
Mr. Pierce who is one No errors.
a roads engineer couid not have built nis opponent, though perhaps crop-s- connection.
47
and sagged to 47
8.92
Jan.
Lard
either 8panisb or English, made of
New York: Coombs was wild and
.
fine a highway for ten times thislP'DS out at a different point end at a of the ablest businessmen of the Mea8.071-2of
Bibs Jan.
Large receipts
hogs brought
good record paper, strongly and durcost. It will Drove an invaluable link different angle. The millenium
may dow City, an elder of the Presbyterian Merkle walked. Herzog shot a ground- about an easy tone in the provision
WOOL MARKET.
ably bound, with leather back' and
break at this or that candidate's elec- - church, a man universally respected er to Barry who fumbled the ball, market. Initial
in the Transcontinental Jiiehway."
sales were 2 12 50
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 25. Wool slow coven and canvas tides, hall full
one tion- - but 11 is dollars to doughnuts, and esteemed, was at the time chair- Merkle takine second and Herzne he. lower to 2 12 up with
Take on the other hantfrih-January 15.77 Territory mediums 17 20; fine me- index In front and the fee ot Justice
safe
ling
at
first.
a
Fletcher
shot
elec-osame
that
Just
as before the
the
f man of the board of Penitentiary com
mile of road built under the direction
for
for lard and 8.10 diums 16 18; fine 1115.
pork, 8.97
of the peace and constables printed
missioners, he was a witness before grounder io Davis who threw to for ribs.
W. H. Gillenwater, the patron sainf tion tne show's got to go on.
in full on the Hret page. The pages
Livestock
of the Albuquerque Morning Journal.! The candidate may tell you that if the grand jury which Governor Hager- Barry, torcing out Herzog, Merkle go
4.00
Combined Civil and CrUtlii-- j
sac-- ;
to
on
a
MerKie
unrti.
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Cattle-rece- ipts,
ing
fellow
is
otnr
25.
man
Oct.
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O.
asked
to
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bad
Kansas
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indict
elected,
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City
Bernalillo county was charged $12,000
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rifice
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to
By
On
Murphy.
Meyers
or
the
be
will
robbed blind, Bursum, and he knew inti.xately every
11,000. Market Bteady f oweak made
Territory
for it and yet, repairs on it are already
WITH MISS LINNELL.
up In civi) and criminal dockets,
justice will be trampled under foot, detail of the trumped up charges, the Murphy's throw to the plate, Fletcher (By Special Leased Wire to New
native ; steers, 6.75 8.85 ; southern separate of 39 pages each, or
needed.
with
Mexican)
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to
was
tecond.
Crandall
sfnt!
s
will
to
and
.cows
southern
comthe
manufactured
Prosperity
evidence
steers
go
and
the
Bursum
O.
H.
who
was
initiated
3.805.00;
Boston, Mass., Oct. 25.: The vial or
If
both eivil and criminal bound in on
in io uai ior Ames.
uoomDs
was
and
cows
every
and
man
failure
will
of
native
to
have
heifers
the dastardly plot
respectable
2.804.50;
plete
the good roads movement in New Mexcontainer, in which Miss Avis Linnell,
book, 80 pases civil and S20 pagns
unsteady and Crandall walked
ico which has assumed such great pro- to leave the country in order to save ruin the chairman of the Republican vore was out, Davis to Coombs. One receiveu tne cynaniae oi potassium heifers 2.756.75j stockers and feed- criminal. To introduce them they are
his face. He will tell you that
his central committee, for no other rea- run. No
which caused her death, 'was not 'bu- ers 3.905.80; bujjls 3.254.25; calves, offered at the following orlces
portions and is meeting with such pohits. No errors.
is about the greatest bmc'a son than that chairman was in the
ried with her body. This possibility 4.007.50; western steers 4.007.75f ClvU or Criminal
pular favor. He was one of the first opponent
Eighth Inning.
5.20.
which led to the examination of the western cows 3.00
For 45 cents aU'cional tor a' single
in the United States to mploy con- of depravity that ever cam down the way of the ambitions of Herbert J.
now
pitch-- j
Philadelphia:, Crandall
Market- - 10 docket, or 65 cents additional for a
victs to build roads and at the time, pike. But be not perturbed. Novem- Hagerman. A careful perjsal of this ing for New' York. Lord filed to body from its grave in Hyaunis ' was :.H0gs receipts-16,008
lower. Bulk of sales 5.806.30; heavy combination docket, they will be sent
magazines and newspapers lauded him ber may have a bitter taste for you, statement Is the duty of every voTr Snodgrais.
Oldring singled through disproved at the examination made
highly for his work, The United Sta- - but November 9 is not apt to be much whether he is for or against H. O short. Coliins filed out to Devore. On early this morning by medical .exa- 65 6.40; packers and butchers 6.10 by mall or prepaid express. Cash la
full must accompany
order. Btate
6.35; light 5.8O6.30; pigs 4.25
tea Bureau of Roads sent its chief out different from November 6. Whetever Bursum for governor.
a wild pitch Oldring took second. Bak- miner Timothy Leary.
'
.
plainly whether English or Spanish
er fouled out to Herzog. No runs. One The body was
here to view the work done by Mr. change is to come is apt to come
today.
s,
In the crowded Elks' Theater last hit. No errors.:
18,000. , Market printed beading is wanted.
and the Albuquerque Morning dually for you'll be too busy attending
Bteady. Muttons 2.903.75; iambs'
New York Doyle singled to right. LET THE WANT
Journal printed at length the lauda- - t0 business as the show's got to go on. evening, there occurred an incident
But tlier are basic principles which which shows clearly where Santa Fe Coombs
Have you Furnishes ttooms to Rent?
COLUMN' DO IT. 405.90; range wethers and yearlings
tory expressions of that road expert.
appeared to have sprung a
A little campaign Want advertising
If was Bursum who started the Scenic determine whether the show is going stands as to H. O Bursum and the Charley horse in his leg and time
A good live advertisement In the 3.004.50; range ewes 2.253.80.
t0 nave a prosperous season, whether Republican ticket. Just before the was called while Davis rubbed him. Want column
Chicago, 111., Oct. 25. Cattle re-- In the New Mexican will keep the
of the New Mexican will
Highway and El Camino Real, and if
estimated' t 27,000. Market come from your furnished rooms from
it had not been for the unfortunate in- - lt wi" Pav expenses, or yield a profit curtain went up on the third act, some After a minute was resumed. Coombs rent any property that,, is .rentable.
tervention of the Hagerman adminis- or be stranded on the road with a big one in one of the boxes shouted: threw out Snodgrass at first, Doyle There is always some otiettiat wants steady to 10 lower. Beeves 4.708.75;';' lapsing. The classified columns are
tration, that road would be completed deficit. In New Mexico, for instance, "Hurrah for Bursum!" There was a taking second, Murray fanned. Merkle what you have got, but you must let Texas steers 4.006.00 western steers always looked upusaclosely and lt will
them.
4.15 7.00; stockers and feeders 3.25
pay you well to
?:
i
v.
from Colorado to the Texas line. Just the wool business is the principal side momentary hush and then an outburst grounded out Baker to Davis. No them know
5.70; cows and heifers 1.90 6.00, cal- as In the Penitentiary matter, there is show if not one of the three or fnur of bandclapping and applause that runs. No hits. No errors.
... ,
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If you want anything BBveerth try ves 5.008.50. '
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force
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TRUST CO.

HEADQUARTERS

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS A. MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTION

FRESH BREAD

MILLINERY

"Ethics in Business"

-

t

AMADO

LITTLE SERMON ETTE."

A

AND CAKE

Daily. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday 4 Saturday
Phone, 152 Red-

FOR FINE

J. II. Thoroughman of Velarde, Ilio
Arriba county is in town.
E. F. Sidebottom is confined to his
home with a Blight illness.
ALSO HANDLES
J. H. McKannon, the music dealer
of Denver, is at the Palace.
Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. Emis a sightseer at the Montezuma' hotel.
broidery Cotton, and for CfOtChet
N. A. Hardeman, the hardware
Linen Doyles, Cushion
salesman of St. Louis, is at the Mon- j Stamped and Center
Pieces,
Tops
tezuma.

Business

PACE FIVE

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

-'

Your Patronage Solicited'
President

B. LAUGHLIN,

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Cashier

Phone 49 Main

Phone

49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Dr. W. Hune Brown is ill with
of another
1
he. out in a
woman?
few days.
"Women are brought
up by the
Mrs. E. E. Dewey and Miss
of expecting undying faithful-- :
theory
of the Valley Ranch are in! ness
consideration, unsflflshness and
the city for a few days.
a taking of all responsibility from her;
Lu-Commissioner
Alfredo
County
j
man slowly but surely
cero is registered at the Coronadoj shoulders by
she has come to unlearn this false les-- '
Established I856.
Incorporated I903. '""':
.
hotel. E. D. Atencio of Santa Cruz,!
son.
There are men in the world,
is with him.
chivalrous
of them, tenderly
S. Mirabal a former university stud- - j many
to women
own dear fathnr was
ent who is now engaged in the land one of them. myBut we do not, we must
office in Santa Fe arrived last night not
An ounce
rely upon sentlm-nt- .
for a few days stay here. Albuquerof justice administered
CORN-FE- D
by the law
que Herald.
with a judge and a jury behind it is
Miss Ida St. Leon and other mem- worth all the chivalry in the world.
bers of the Polly of the Circus Com- More good has resulted from it than
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF
pany left early this morning for Al- every sleeve worn by a gallant knight;
While here they regis- in honor of his lady love.
buquerque.
tered at the Palace hotel.
"The laws as they stand today are
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa inadequate.
Many of them are mar-- '
returned yesterday from Albuquerque kedly unjust to women and no reforwhere he attended the Masonic meet- mation will take place without the
ing. His family returned with him.' franchise.
Englishmen have a fine;
They were guests of relatives at Al sense of justice; the trouble is not'
Home-MadFOR
buquerque.
Sausage,
with them but with Englishmen who
Billie Woolf, the well known hat have been too long content to submit
salesman of Denver, is at the Palace. to injustice. Take, for instance, our Blue
He has been nicknamed "Blue Pencil divorce
laws; a woman in order to
POULTRY
and
Billie" not because he uses the edi divorce her husband must have un-- ;
torial prerogative but because he faithfulness and bodily cruelty conv!
always registers in blue pencil.
bined a man
unfaithfulness only,
H. Rainey, the representative of the He is at
to take a house next
liberty
Forbes' Quality
San Francisco Examiner, left yester door to his wife, put another woman
and Steel-Cday afternoon for his home in Cali- in it, call her by his wife's name;
fornia.
Mr.
was
loud
in
Rainey
singnot!
because
he
and
has
the
Also
wife,
ing the praises of Santa Fe and espe- struck her a blow, has no redress.
of
up-to-dcially of the Spanish suppers he at- This in the eye of the law is not
tended while here.
No
cruelty.
A woman in England can always 0ffer
if
MAN AND HIS POLITICAL WAYS.
get Better terms, a more generous,
yOU
.income, from a quiet separation than
Continued from Page One.
from a public divorce.
That great
colors,
see
Empire, King, Prime Minister, Peers. j
is management.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
If he is unfaithful Members of Parliament, put a price!
to his wife she hasn't managed him
She is bribed by
upon her silence.
214 Don Gasner Avenue
And what woman, I ask the state to
properly.
protect the deliquencies of
J! you, no matter how good or clever she her husband, and these are the laws'
can
man
make
a
Is,
go her way if he framed, passed and jealously guarded
by man to whom woman is to trust
:
:
:
P. 0. Box, 219.
Phone 36 $ PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. herself and her children.
9 Your druggist will refund money if "Englishmen are beginning to wakei
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any to the
fact, however, that women are'
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or
sentinent human beings.
Greatly asj
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c we shall benefit by the franchise, It '
is for the imperative welfare of man;j
THE TIME TO BUY
and it is the duty of woman to force
HOT WATER BOTTLES
him to a position where injustice and
arrogance and oppression are imposIs now. We have just received
sible.
This only can come through
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
alargelinedirect from factory,
placing a woman upon equality with
man and giving her an interest In
thereby insuring fresh goods.
242
Avenue public affairs and a vote. No matter
how much the domestic woman loves
Home Cooking
We bake our. home, i she were debarred from any
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The authority in that home she would soon
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless lose interest in it. That is the reason
a
ui ikr
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or why women have, not more concern
in politics.
They are outside the
monthly rates upon application.
of
arena
action,
they are spectators,!
"
-- TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
...
not participants, i
W G. BUSH, Prop Phone, Red 64 "We may not have all the eloquence
and
of Miss Shaw, nor the energy
Pricce, 2,700. $1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition,
sinews of war of Mrs. Belmont, but
we can stand shoulder to shoulder
and march forward
together, and
KAUNE
CO when the fray gaps our ranks, fresh
1 H.
recruits will come forward and close
them up.
For we must never again
AND REAL ESTATE.
INSURANCE
stop or turn aside in our onward
But above all let us, with
march.
119 San Francisco St.
Phone, Red 189.
hands across the sea and clasped to
'
here In
gether in good fellowship
America, stand ini unity."
4
...
FOR
We fuarantee each and every Bot- 4
ENTHUSIASTS ARE
tie we sell to last one year.
4
BETTING HATS.
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great parties
the main issue, which is

just plain BUSINESS t The masses care little
which party wins, but will settle the issue as
. they see it will injure or help their business interests in general. Law in politics is the same
as in business. We are trying to win from a
business standpoint, applying the same ethics to
all alike. No seconds, no scimpy garments, no
old styles, no shoddy merchandise we are not
ashamed of legitimate profits we are entitled to
and must have. We can never hope to build up
a " Selfridge " store in your community on any
other plan. We acknowledge we are ambitious
to maintain a store that we will all be proud of.
We earnestly solicit honest comparison of goods
and prices with any
g
concern doing
a legitimate business. We cannot afford to brag
you must be the judge. A fish lays more eggs
than the hen but does not cackle so loud about it.
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new

Prices right.
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COFFEE, 30c LB.

ate

SWEATERS

i

for Men, Women and Children

in all

Don't fail to

W. N. TOWNSEND

better guarantee to
than money back
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THE MASTER TAILORS.

deal at the Parlor Market.
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WM. D. ARR1GHI

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

Ycu can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

m

..

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the South
west, are) also worth looking at-

The New State

!A BARGAIN!

-

THE

Lower Palace

vii

located, with barn, chicken house,
garden, fruit trees,, etc.
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Where Prices are
LOWEST

Beautiful

Hand-Paint-

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested In
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
Reliable

H.-C-

San

YONTZ,

.

Staple

China

ed

i

i

&

Fancy

(Continued irons

Groceries
'

S

Flour, Hay and Grain,

'

' "safe
quality.

V AUG HAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch )

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food
Cold

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water

No Invalids

Pure Hawaiian

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal- J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County end State
atable and Refreshing. A Deaforesaid, and that said firm will pay
cided Aid to Digestion.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL--!
LARS for each and every case of Ca-- I
JUST A FEW OF THOSE
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
lot Hall's Catarrh, Cure.
EXTRA FANCY

Pine Apple Juice

j

$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Gloriela

FRANK 3. CHENET.
Sworn to before me end subsedbef
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
ber A. D., tt.v,.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)

Elberta Peaches

Write Pecos

LEFT.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Directors
FuPS'E FRAMING

Welch's Grape Juice

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

Phone,

130 Red.
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Notary Public
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and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.
SEL1GMAN
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DRY

CO.

GOODS
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DRUGGISTS
Phone, Red

161.

NihtPhone,Red58.
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Insurance Agency.
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

All

'PROVED

AN

Abstract, Realty

Phone Black

PAUL P LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco Street.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of
are using
It
having It right

You pay for, by

Reliable

SS

J

Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
AND
CABINETMAKERS.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials free.
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
F. J. CHENEY c CO., TOLEDO. O
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
All Work Guaranteed.
Phcne. Red 115
pation.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

a

Always

!

DOLE'S

THE

One.)

Greene, intimated that the new edi-- i
tion, while political in character, is
not to surpass in vitriolic qualities,
that of the Albuquerque Morning Jour
nal seen each day here when the
trains are on time.
At all events, the work is done, or
practically done, and the Hearst rep-resentatives have started for the
coast to breathe the salt air as a
sedative after their day and night
labors here.
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Very Latest Styles Just Received.

I

BUTT BROS. CO.,

X

Capes and Skirts

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I
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Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,

!
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I

FURNITURE AND

R
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AKERS-WAGNE-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
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the beautiful Circassian Walnut

Call and see

i

the Light?
are
display

where you
ft.
saves on your light bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our
rooms
open for your
we
of
have the finest line Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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SEE

the best selling cough medicine
y
because il
gh the market
is

-

to-da-

does just exactly what

ncdxbe

Nn'h
Harlan
L'te ( ark, N. M,..Lv

a cough

expected to do: it steps
coughs and colds speedily and effectively. Should be kept in the house
constantly where there are children.
A prompt help for croup and whoop-ir- g
cough. Give it to your children.
r.
sit yourself . Contains no opiates.
genuine is in a yellow package.

Miss St. I.eon was simply superb in ed.

Vegetable every act. Her's was a difficult role.j it was
a few seconds the audiCompound, and tor in the first act she appears as ajence saw only
this remarkable scene, but
when I had taken
circus rider with all the slang of the it was
idea'

"
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Lydia, K. I

COMPOUND

of the Clrcu-.Vera SI. Leon and George St.
lon,
at the Llks theater last night under- - were
decidedly clever and made the
stand why The show must go on," audience
wonder if thy were not at
and they gra8p' l00' vby "Polly of the a wal cirrus.
18 a show that
.
draw
n,nst
was -i- -1
clown,
the first act was so
It is a tremendously interesting good that one forgot fhe clown and
drama in three acts and two tableaux. saw only ihe tender side of this man
from the pen of Margaret Mayo. And.'ho makes people laugh at the cirrus
Ida St. Leon in the title role proved
The Scenery.
herself an actress of extraordinary
The scenery was elaborate, and
ability, aide to move her audience to
particularly in the closing scene,
tears by her realistic interpretation of where
the circus wagons are seen on
the role of a circus rider who is after me
norizon,
leaving for the next
all a woman with a true woman's town so
that "the show mav 0 on,
heart.
was the height of dram a tin art run ph.

13

enough to grasp an
that
only two bottles I
could see a bisf bright but uneducated to polite; was penetrating.
she snows
change, so I took speecn; 111 the second
The Horses.
aOonnecta m Oolfax with K. P. .s. W. Ky, train both North aud
six bottles and I am culture derived from eleven months'
There were three. Shetland ponies.
il
South.IK
SStane for Van Hnuten N, Si. mwti trains at Preston S.I.M.;
now stvoncr and well association with polite surroundings, ic.at were
"just dears" as the children
Stage leaves VU lrlt. N. M.. far KlUawtbtowu. N M.. at9:00 . m. dally excep" csain. I don't know how to express art! in the third she has to portray the would
say and two fine circus horses.
13.59
thanks
for the pood it has done ma
my
ound trla; Hfty pound hnKKaie carried free.
sndsys. Karefcuuone way
motions that rise in the breast of white in color and splendid to see in
j. at tram iwm i .MClnea. s. M- for tlie soutb at 11;11 p. in. lairlves from tb and I hope all suiVerins? women will a
girl who finds the man she loves action.
(rive Lydia E. Piukham's Vepretabla
tn at 4:38 a.m.
They added wonderful realCompound a trial. It was worth its and yet is willing to sacrifice that love ism to the play and contributed to the
C DDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
to do what she feels is her plain, un- - general success of the exhibition.
M. WILLIAMS,
J. P.
weight in sol l."-H- rs.
Superintendent.
li. . I). Xo. 7, Erie, Pa. Exdlicu, selfish duty.
V. P. & G. M..
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Q. P. Agent,
By the way, the stage of the theLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
The play is certainly an extraord- ater did not have to be
made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harm-fu- l inary one in that it has as its plot the to sustain the weight of all these ani- tentiary as a member of its board ol that
year the reported output was
drufrs, and y
holds the record falling in love of a minister of the mals as the stage was built right when commissioners,
and my own investi only 157,092 tons. From 18S2 to 1910
for the largest number of actual cures gospel with a circus rider.
.1 C ?y
the theater was erected. This is a
gations in connection with the charges the total production
of female diseases we know of, and
has amounted
But so cleverly has the playwright tribute to the people who had charge
Mr. Bursum as above related, to 31,102,818 short
thousands of voluntary testimonials worked out
tons,
which, includof the work on this neat play house against
to
the
situations
every
in which our board was officially inter- are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
YOUR
ing mining and other loss, represents
me aumiration of all theatric j ested as public
atLvnn. Mass.. from women whn Viva ' detail; so well balanced are tha char"
am
I
officers,
perfectly a total YliflncHnn nf ahuiif ar r.nn nnn
been cured from almost every form of acters and so true is the moral "that
satisfied that there was no shortage) tong
liwjuc nuu t;uuit; iu play ill 11.
female
inllamma-tion- , love finds a way," the audience easily
Stanton
such
is
Manager
he
as
to
complaints,
congratuin Mr. uursum's accounts; that when
and aU points in Nam Mm-k:- o,
ulceration, displacements, fibroid bridges the chasm and finds itself be- lated on getting "Polly of the Circus" he paid under protest
the money de- R. According to the estimate of Marius
Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, lieving the plot a logical one.
to come to Santa Fe for certain it is manded of him
Campbell, of the U . S. Geological
he
not owe the
did
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance. Thracr
iuuigesuou ana nervous
The story is too well known to re- cities much larger than Santa Fe are
the original coal supply of
Survey,
a
and
investithe
that
territory cent;
prostration. Every suffering woman quire much
reviewing. Polly is the unable to boast of such a visit. "Polly gation of his accounts, if made by any New Mexico was 163,780,000,000 tons,
owes it to herself to give Lydia E. Pink-hamso that the exhaustion to date repre-sent- s
star circus rider; she is the descend- - of the Circus" is a clay which sends fair and
Vegetable Compound a trial.
expert or court,
If you want special advice write ant of circus riders; but one day she .the audience home with the conscious could haveimpartial
approximately 0.03 of 1 per cent
in no other way
resulted
THE
Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., for it. falls from her horse and is picked up ness that even $2 is not too much to than it did, in
EAST
the refunding of the original supply. Mr. Campbell's
ordering
It is free and always helpful.
unconscious.
Her ankle is badly pay for the privilege of witnessing a of the money so paid.
figures do not, however, include the
sprained. She is takea to the nearest production in which there is acting
content of several newly discovered
Very
yours,
truly
house, which proves to he a parson- and scenery to make one think for
and extensive fields.
H. PIERCE.
many moons.
OR
age with a sensible,
neighbor-lovinman as the pastor.
Alas, that there will be no more
Palace.
"The show must go on," and the plays until "bleak December!"
a
Alfredo Lucero, Santa Cruz.
circus people must hurry out of the
EDITORIAL
FLUSHES
ROUTE
E. D. Atencio, Santa Cruz.
WEST
village and on to the next, to give F. H. PIERCE LAYS BARE INSIDE
32. E.
.
the production on schedule time. OF PENITENTIARY CONSPIRACY.
Epperson, City.
George Atkinson, City.
Polly has to be cared for; the minisThe Artist Colony Corner.
New Mexico's Coal Output.
ter .brushes aside any objections of
J. H. Sharp, one of the best known
(Continued from Page Three)
Parker.
E.
W.
By
Montezuma.
the propriety of things and gives
of American artists and a most genial
Fn-- rates and full information address
New Mexico'c production of coal for
Fred Peichelt, and members
of Polly the best room in his house, and
him as not
companion, withal, left on Wednesday
cnarged
against
as accounted for, were for warrants last year showed a notable increase morning last for the west. Mr.
his housekeeper, Mandy Jones,
"Polly of the Circus.
Sharp
F. 13, White, Denver.
her nurse. Polly awakens amidst drawn in Mr. Bursum's favor for over that of former years. The out- went direct from here to the Grand
EUGENE FOX, Q- - . & p.
new scenes and it takes some time withdrawing money out of the
1910 was 3,508,321 short tons Canon for a brief
for
Mrs. White, Denver.
El Paso Texas.
put
stay, from which
gen
to dawn on her that the show has eral maintenance fund. Yet the books with a value of $4,877,151, as against point he will go to
George P. Allen. Hodges.
Pasadena, Calif.,
tonos
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
a
of
in
gone on without her; that she is a of the territorial treasurer's
1900,
gain
where he will join Mrs. Sharp, leavoffice 2,801,128
for
months and finally that show that these warrants were never
sort tons, or 25.25 per cent. ing there about December 1 for the
P. B. Stamper, Las Vegas.
cripple
she is the guest of a MINISTER. She cashed by Mr. Bursum, but the identi-- The record for both years was the Crow agency, Montana, where ne has
Beatrice Schenk, Columbus, Ohio.
calls mm a sky pilot, fane is amazed ;(al warrants were redenosited bv him best attained. The value of the pro- his. bungalow and where he works
Mrs. E. E. Ebersole, Albuquerque.
to find him such a nice man. She, to transfer the funds to another fund duction increased from $3,619,744 to out of doors
M. C. Stewart, Cansbad.
even in the coldest
tells him frankly she cannot read or at the end of the fiscal year. This $4,877,151, a gain of $1,257,407, or weather, producing some of his finest
Sam Aker, Carlsbad.
suffer-write. And then, while in bed,
'
another part of the money
Dock Vest, Albuquerque.
g nearly 35 per cent.
pieces in winter scenes.
from her injuries, for the first nanded of him, which any kind of
Mrs. E. E. Dewey, Valley Ranch.
Mr. Sharp is a
The
is attriincreased
member
production
time this poor girl hears the Bible reasonable examination of the
Miss McEwen, Valley Ranch.
proper buted partly to the strike in the coal of the Taos county colony and has esread.
matchless
Its
its,CKicial
eloquence,
records would have shown hp
R. P. Ervien, city.
tablished here, the Copper Bell studio,
soul stirring pathos, its Divine appeal, could not possibly owe. Another item mines of the middle states and the where
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Mills, Chicago.
in the future, he will work out
ColoNorthern
of
district
(Boulder)
touch
A
world
her
is
heart.
which was much talked about, was a
great
S L Ford, Albuquerque.
those pictures of Indian life which
oR
to
of
and
popularado,
growth
partly
miniscar of brick, charged in the Colorado
opened to her. She sees in her
George W. Sears, Albuquerque.
tion and the settlement of new lands have given him his position in the
ter-host
a real man who can elevate accountant's report as
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita, Kansas.
having been in New Mexico, Arizona and Califor- art world.
sees
a
in
her
she
that
gosto
soul;
light
H. O. Bursum at Albu- nia
shipped
W. J. Steble, Oklahoma City.
settlement that is creating a During the past summer Mr. Sharp
pel that would "lead her kindly on." querque, February 7, 1905, in A. T.
USE THE
4
A. M. Bradford, St. Louis.
demand
which will be permanent and has worked under a great disadvanTime
the
& S. F. car No. 77870, and no
gospasses, and despite
4
payT. B. Stewart, City
But the bituminous and the tage as his studio met with the comgrowing.
sip of the neighbors, the minister be- ment shown for same" the infer
4
J. W. Fairfield. Idaho.
subbituminous coals of New Mexico mon disaster of the year in the unfriends
awakens
educates
ence
her,
her;
intended
to
be conveyed being
4
usual floods, and pending repairs the
A. Seligman, City.
that soul of hers that had been shut that he had appropriated these brick are rapidly growing in favor for do- artist was
4
Billie Woolf, Denver.
obliged to work in a room
mestic
bituminous
the
coal
out
purposes,
from
to
a
all
of
but the plaudits
his own use. Yet the invoice 01
4
unfitted for elaborate work.
U C. Miller, Forth Worth, Texas,
from
Katon
the
field
circus "bunch" and the manly tender- file showed that the identical car No. being shipped
4
In spite of this handicap, however,
C. H. Halstead, Larrimore, S. D.
ness of two men in it who had re- 77870, on the identical date, Febru- to markets in Kansas, Oklahoma, and
4
Mr. Sharp put on canvas a number of
E. A. Johnson, City
garded Polly as their own child; one ary 7, 1905, was shipped to E. E. Car- - even farther east, ana the subbitumiJ. H. McKannon, Denver
...
111.
nous coal for the Gallup district sup- Indian heads, in which work he is a
was a clown and the other, Jim, the nnWn..
munii, Aiuuquerque, witn arau ac
SHORTEST LINE TO
master, and some beautiful small bits
Coronado.
boss canvassman.
companying the bill of lading for its plying the markets of the southwest
J. H. Thoroughman, Velard-eAnd in eleven months Polly grows, price, $100, and the records show and the Pacific coast. The domestic of Taos scenery that would make an
4
admirer fracture the
in body and soul, and it is but natural that this draft, along with another demand for New Mexico coal in 1910 inpecunlous
Lives in Four States.
: Denver, Colorado
she falls in love with that fine look- one for a like amount, on same party was so great that the operators were tenth commandment.
The Indian heads, put on canvas by
When Fred Terron, a stockman, ing, healthful, ministerial friend of for another car of brick
the next dav. unable to fill orders promptly.
Artist
came to Kansas City with a load of hers who has
Sharp presented a most familOne of tho benefits accruing to the
proved the Good Sama- was paid to the Bank of Commerce of
iar front to Taos people, as they were
cattle he for a time was puzzled as to ritan.
New
of
Albuquerque, before delivery of the
Mexico
industry
portraits of Pueblos seen frequently
what state to register from. He exAnd he? He falls in love with Polly brick remitted by the bank immedi- in 1910 was the reduction in
the on our streets and none
could fail to
plained that he lived in four states-Color- ado, seeing her a tender plant that he has ately; credited oh the
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
journal of the freight rates on foreign coals by the recognize them.
New Mexico, Utah and Ar- brought out of the frost and into the penitentiary, page 453, and
the amount Mexican railroads. When the Mexican
It Is the intention of Mr. and Mrs.
izonahis ranch extending into all warm rays of his regard.
promptly deposited with the territorial government took over the control of
MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
four and his house standing on the
Sharp to return to Taos in the early
There is a stirring scene when the treasurer.
the railroads it
increased the spring when they will occupy their
point where they meet. Terron eats deacon of the church protests against
Fair Samples.
coals
freight rates on foreign
his meals in Colorado, sleeps in Utah, Polly remaining longer at the parsonThese are some of the same items in the hope of encouraging the deve- home adjoining the Copper Bell and
the artist will again produce those
has his "best room" in New Mexico age. And there is a more touching on which it was
to have Mr. lopment of the Mexican mines. As beautiful
miniatures of Indian life and
and his kitchen extends into Arizona. scene as Polly ascertains the embar--1 Bursum indicted sought
by the grand jury the railroads had considerable
coal scenes which have brought him such
Terron gets his mail at Cortez, Colo., rasslng position in which she and fate of Santa Fe county, and as to which on
hand they were able to furnish a well established renown. Taos
but votes in Utah, because he sleeps have put the Good Samaritan with I was questioned as a
Valley
witness. They sufficient supply of fuel during 1909, but News.
in that state. His legal business he his
are
a
to
fair
of the whole charge with the depletion of tue reserves it
give
parishioners. She decides
sample
does at the county seat of Apache up all this culture and refinement, the on which he was
compelled, without was found that the Mexican mines
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
county, Arizona, because most of his pleasant surroundings, the prattle of opportunity for examination or
could not supply the demands of the
ranch lies in that state. The windDepartment of the Interior,
the trees and the flowers, fense, and without consultation with railways and
the other industries. In U. S. Land Office at Santa
mill which pumps water for his stock and HIM to go back to the
Fe, N. M.
trying life the board of penitentiary commission-o- f order to meet this deficiency with
is in New Mexico but the trough Is in
October 10, 1911.
to
to
a mere circus rider.
over
ers,
the territory about New Mexican coal, the Mexican
pay
gov
Arizona and the pigpen is in Utah.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Polly goes hack to the circus, but 'four thousand dollars, which the ernment reduced the
freight on coal to Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. AL, who,
the minister follows her and finally .court, after a full investigation upon the old
rate, and it is not probable on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes .ead No
F.IOM TEXAS.
declares his love. Leaving his par sworn testimony and reports, found that
any further attempt will be made 07969, for W
he
NE
did
out
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
not
and K
her
he
NW
to
with
decides
owe, and ordered to be to exclude
sonage
go
Some Coffee Facts From the Lone
foreign coals from that
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
into the wide, wide world, believing refunded.
are
all
They
explained,
Star State.
IN NEW MEXICO.
he will find work for an honest man. with the proof, in Mr. Safford's re- - Republic. 1910
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
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POLITICS AND

Paso Democrat Invades New
Mexico.
Attorney Zack L. Cobb, a Georgia
lawyer, who at one time lived in Santa
Fe, but now resides at El Paso, isj
for the Democrats in!
campaigning
He is book-- !
lower Pecos valley.
ed for speeches at Artesia, Roswell,
Clovis and Portales.
El

POuSsl

became manifest that the peopl
would disapprove of the constitution
majority.
by an overwhelming
was therefore again called
In efitiwn 'Jtlfl iirnviuin'iU IV. 'Tit ii;n
lor placing ut; constitution in effect
without ii oeing submitted to the
people. To insure it being carried in- to effect, the terms of all officials wag
extended on condition that before a
given day they give a new bond, and
take a prescribed oath of fealty to the
to
new constitution, it is needless
say, that they all did this. They were
the
Democratic
Kven
politicians.
judges firmly holding in one hand
their salary vouchers, raised the other
to Almighty God, and swore to cherish
protect and defend this outrageous

;

'

in the Standard Oil case and the Tobacco Trust case were in no way acceptable to r ? welcomed by those cor- -

porations.

The men controlling Big Business in
this country, and the newspapers con-thtrolled by those men, have been, and
are now, assailing President latt
of his determination to enforce
the Sherman Law against every combination that comes within its pure

Like Magic
K C Baking Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
now come out of the oven
light, dainty and deli
cious. It fairly makes
you hungry to look at
them.
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& Co.

application.

i

State

DESK ROOM for rent in centrally;
located, steam heat-- d office. EiMtuirei
.lo.seph B. Hayward. Mgr.

i

Nat. Rank Bid?., Albuquerque
DR. W. HUME

N
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Democratic Misgovernment.
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Submitted.
The legislature of New Mexico will ordered paid out. Grant county is a
H. P.
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rich county. It is among the first class
Republican.
be overwhelmingly
presume the Virginia statesman
ARTHUR SEL.IGMAN, Secretary.
Guadalupe county gets her deserts counties in amount of money collect- consisting of Bernalillo, McKinley and'nently satisfactory to 1he people of in not admitting the constitution
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
she should, be with the majority. A ed, and with a better assessment, a Sandoval counties, the Republicans Virginia. This is evidenced by the which they had framed to the people
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Third Ticket in Guadalupe.
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Reed lifications, and modifications, that it right to cast a ballot and have it Chat. F. Eaaley.
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Rem- is doubtful whether it is abrogated
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
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fact that the controlling and domi2879.
(Dem) Santa Rosa.
&
McKEAN
N.
CHEETHAM,
Raton,
M., October 21, 1911.
Brotherhood
of
For County Assessor, W. C. Burnett nating spirit of the Santa Fe conven- National Campaign Committee sent a should be disfranchised, one of the
.
Attorneys-at-Lawtion which put out the hybrid combi- gentleman all tne way trom Virginia, first things the convention did, was
American Yeomen
(Rep) Santa Rosa.
Bein
Practice
all
Courts
and
the
NOTICE
FOR
our
Demoto
us
called
Constitution
the
tell
PUBLICATION.
nation
the
people to make a poh-tafor
by courtesy
qualification
Meets
Secon
For County Clerk, George Sena,
fore the Interior Department.
cratic ticket was an El Paso newspa- have drawn and approved by an enor - voting. This tax must be paid three Department of the interior,
and Fourth Thure
(Rep), Santa Rosa.
Mexico.
New
U.
Taos,
S.
Land
Office
at Santa Fe, N. M
For County Judge, A. A. Wells, per man whose only Interest in New aious majority is absolutely vicious, - years in succession prior to the election
days, Fireman'i
Oct. 14, 1911.
Mexico is the fact that he owns a "This eminent advocate of good gov at which the applicant should offer to
Hall. H. Foreman,
(Dem) Ft. Sumner.
Notice
L.
is
H.
man
state.
ORTIZ,
in
hereby
Bonifa
this
that
This
from
the
given
eminent"
Rappahannock, j vote. With a further provision that
C. G. Richie, Cor.
For County Commissioner, District newspaper
Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
owed his seat in the convention to told us how bad our constitution was, the
if it deemed it wise, cio
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
No. 1, William Chapman, (Rep).
legislature,
Attorney and Counseilor-at-LaNov.
12,
1911,
made Homestead
fact that he held the proxy of an "that the corporations had us hog- - would have the power to increase the
before
all
Tanner.
For County Commissioner, District the
courts
the
io
Practicing
110-07971- ,
for SE
Section 33,
absent delegate and yet his voice was tied," that it was impossible of amend- - poll-tain any of the counties in the
No. 2 ,Pat Morrison.
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. the Territory.
Township
the one which stilled all others in that ment, that no state required
s
state. This was plainly, for the pur-o- f
For County Commissioner, District
Santa Fe Camp
has filed notice of intention
body, and his will the one which masthe legislature to submit an amend pose of disfranchising as many as Meridian,
New Mexico
M. W. A.
No. 3, Benito Nelson, (Dem).
13514,
to make final five year proof, to es- Santa Fe
tered the situation and dictated both ment to the people. The learned gen - possible in the
Republican counties, it tablish claim to the land
second Tuesmeets
For County School Bupt., George
above de
platform and nominations.
tleman had evidently been reading is needless to say that the legislature
PROBEHT & COMPANY
Burch.
day each month, bo
before Register or Receiver
scribed,
Of course, if the Democrats and Alkali
the has availed itself of this permission, U. S. Land Office
Ike," stories
cial meeting tUri
Investments
at Santa
N. II.,
bushwhackers want to go to Texas west, and suposed thatconcerning
we were un- - and made this discrimination.
It on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.Fe,
Democrats Rebuked by Democratic
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & 8toc!s.
Tuesday at Elks
for their politics and politicians it is
able to read or that the constitutions must not be forgotten also, that there
Hall. Vlatlng neigh.
Paper.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Money Loaned for Investors
their privilege. At the same time we
This open letter of Mr. Bryan's con- cannot refrain from the observation of the other states would be wholly is no requirement, that this poll tax
We have for sale general stocks ot bors welcome.
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sando
unknown in this benighted region. He shall be paid, it being only a requisite
A. G. WHITTTER. Consul
tains three baseless charges.
Retail Lumber Yard
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur- Merchandise.
that Texans are not In a position to
CHaS. A. RISING. Clerk.
It alleges that the appointments judge of the political needs of this evidently did not think that we would for voting, its only penalty being a ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
and other Business
Opportunities
made by President Taft to the Sup- state with the same accuracy as the know that fully one half of the states loss of the elective franchise. The
MANUEL R. OTERO.
throughout Taci county.
reme Court of the United States were men who have spent their lives in always require AT LEAST TWO- - poll tax disaualifled not only the
Bank References Furnished
Santa Fe Camp No.
Register.
made because the President knew that New Mexico, whose interests are in- THIRDS OF THE LEGISLATURE to negroes but whites as well. To further
New Mexico
Taos,
6673. R. N. A. meets
AN
submit
and
that
this
AMENDMENT,
end, they also provided that
New
the men he appointed were "friendly" separably bound up in her welfare,
Mexican
fourth Tuesday of
Com
Printing
'
of
the
remaining states one must be a resident of a city or pany nas prepared civil and criminal
to the Trusts and in sympathy with and who have personal knowledge of
soeach month;
the conditions which she must face. have even more stringent require-- 1 county for a year before he could be dockets especially for the use of Jus
their methous.
cial meeting third
a voter. This naturally disfranchised tice8 of the peace. They are
It alleges that the recent decisions Nor do we believe that the voters of ments.
Tuesday at Elks'
especial
But what especially interests us, all that class of artisans and laborers ly ruled, with
of the Supreme Court, in the Stand New Mexico can be brought to trust
Hall.
printed headings. If RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
is
the fact that the gentleman is from whose occupation would cause them to either Spanish or English, made ot
21 6 Red
ard Oil case and the Tobacco Trust the affairs of the state to a party
welcome
Phone,
neighbors
case were welcomed and approved by which must go out of. the state for its that solidly Democratic state of Vlr- - change their p.ace of residence from ?ood record paper, strongly and dur- OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
NETTIE VICKROY,
Ori.cle.
those organizations.
leadership, in preference to the party ginia. He also modestly (?) conveyed Itime to time. Other qualifications for ably bound, with leather back and
Phone, 220 Black
FLORENCE RISING.
And, it alleges, further, that President which from its earliest history has the information, that he was a mem the right of suffrage were enacted, covers and canvas sides, hall fuli
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
Recorder.
discriminated against the index In front and the fees of Justices
Taft is opposed to any amendment of chosen its leaders from the men who ber of the Constitutional Convention which
have lived in the state and who are of 1901-0of the peace and constables printed
which drafted the present whites as well as the negroes.
"
the Sherman,
Law,
he knows that the Trusts do part and parcel of all that is best in organic law of that commonwealth. As Constitution Not Submitted to the in full on the first page. The page;
the life of its people.
he has been lauded as an exponent of
Combined Civil and Crlmit;-.- ! .. 4. Of
not want the law amended.
People.
We are very far from any inten good government, we would naturally
Inches. These booke art
The convention after having been in are 10
As a mater of fact, the first charge
AND
is false, the second charge is false, and tion to display an unworthy section- expect that a Constitution in the fram- session a number of months adjourned made up In civ" and criminal dockets
alism, but for the life of us we can't ing of which he had a part, would be having made arrangements for the separate of 3'. pages each, or with
the third charge Is false.
The several men appointed by Pre see what Texas has got to do with It. a model of fairness, and integrity, and constitution to be submitted to the ooth eivi and criminal bound la on?
EI Paso Herald.
a shining light to all future ages. What people. In th meam.me, however, the book, 80 pases ctvdl and 320 pag?
sident Taft to fill vacancies on the
do we find? Shortly after the close of provisions that have been enunciated criminal. To introduce them they art
Now Under the Same
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Supreme Court have all been men of
Management.
Nominations for the Judgeships.
the war, and before
a and many others equally unjust, and offered at the following nrices
fine character and high repute.
Civil
or
Both parties now have made all of new constitution was drafted for
Criminal
2.T
the outrageous caused a wave of IndignaThe decisions of the Supreme Court their Judicial
GOOD
The
HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
only
For 45 cents u'd&onal for a singlt
nominations.
For the state. This constitution was emi- - tion to sweep over the state. It soon
docket, or 65 cent additional for a
Supreme Court, the Republicans have
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
in the field, Frank W. Parker of Las
combination docket, they will be sent
Hay Fever and Summer Golds C.ruces; Clarence J. Roberts of Raton,
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
full must accompany
and Edward R. Wright of Alamogordo.
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
order. Statf
AND Wf RECOMMEND
The Democratic Fusion ticket has on
plainly whether English or Spaniel
'it Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque;
printed beading; la wanted.
W. A. Dunn of Roswell and Richard
LET THE WANT
H. Hanna of Santa Fe.
COLUMN DO IT.
In the First Judicial District, conof Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and
A good live advertisement In the
For quick and definite results. sisting
San Juan counties, the Republicans
Want column of the New Mexican will
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
have
nominated Edmund C. Abbott for
rent any property that is rentable.
SCARLET
for
follows
that
FEVER,
There is always some one that wants
USED TNE YfOHLD OVER TO OURE A COLO IH ONE DAT.
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for district judge and Alexander Read for
&
25c.
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough district attorney.
The Democrats
what you have got, but you must let
of whatever oriein. including: CHRONIC have nominated E. S. Whitehead for Always renrember the full name. Look
them know It
in
Furnished
& Cold Baths.
rooms
connection.
Hot
Electric
Lights
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use judge and j, H. cri8t for AUittlct at-lor fhls signature on every box- - 26o.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound . torney.
If you want anything on earth try 222 San Francisco Street
G. LOPE HERRERA, Prop
::
For sale bj all dri'sgists.
In the Second Judicial District,
New Mexican Want Ad.
Hill

for Surveyor.
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est and Whitest Made.

Phone No. 4.
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We Have $15,000 to loan on first
class real estate. Must be placed at
once. O. C. Watson Co.
Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs), Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
the beautiful fall
Chrysanthemums,
flower, second to none, at the Claren
don Garden. See advertisement.
See the Boxing Match at the Elks'
tonight.
Snow Tonight Today was a mild,

Encyclopedia

The kind ofla watch that will
give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because
it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL
POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

IN THE WORLD

ess vanety of distinctive,
original 14 and 18kt gold cases
the favor and privilege of howinB
you our assortment

We ask

" It's the Watch for You."

3

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE-Perf- ect

service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

and Shakespeare.

Sale

1,1

s

I is

J
Flaky Biscuits

saw

Plague Breaks Out.
is reported that the plague has
broken out on the Siberian border
of Manchuria and that a quarantine
has been established.
The foreign office is sending two
officials of high rank to Kiu Kiang,
which is held by the rebels,
Japan Getting Ready to Interfere,
'
Tokio, Oct. 25 Opinion in Tokio is
almost unanimous that the disturb- r.nnr. : Ksiiina. ...in I,ue
win
pruiuiigeu, mus
involving heavy losses to the inter-ested powers.
It is felt in influential quarters here
that the best way to safeguard the
commercial interests of the powers
will be for them to come to an un- derstanding with the Peking
ment and revolutionaries to make a
portion of the Yang Tse Kiang neu- tral territory where foreign trade can
be carried on.
A quantity of copper shipped by the
Furukawa Koguio Company of Tokio
or the order of the Chinese govern- ment and which was seized by the
rebels at Hankow, has been paid for
by the government of Peking.

Home

Baked

ir

inter-

ests.

It

Delicious Cake
Healthful Food
made wiih
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BURSUM TAKES DEMING
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(Continued From Page One.)
property and Japanese railway

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1911.
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REBELS ARE WINNERS.

j

private.
j
snooting the Rapids in Japan is
well worth seeing. It's at the Elks' to- ' . .
mgnt.

i

BY STORM.

IIBm. IP

j

(Continued from page one.

.
!r.
of the arguments presented by H. B.
who recently appeared be- fore a small audience in the same

govern-Fergusso-

theatre.

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

CHINESE

I

mmmw

,

,
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'

18S.

Phone No. 4.

cing the meeting a great success. The
party was under escort of our Hugh
H. Williams, candidate lor corporation
commissioner.

UP.

I

OF EVERYTHING.

FTAndrevvs

DAILY

".

I!iLI!E5sSIhlM EATS

BAKERY

.

pleasant, sunshiny day, just as was
yesterday when the maximum wont up
to 60 degrees, while the minimum
last night was 38 degrees. The rela-- i
"unuuny last evening was 44 per
hI10W' ls Predicted for tonight
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 25.
jcentllor the northeastern portion.
The weather for New Mexico
is fair tonight and Thursday,
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
!His Terrible Lesson; Money to Burn;
except rain or snow tonight in
Boxing Match Between Aster and
N northeast portion.
uen(lieux; Shooting the Rapids in
'
"
'
Japan.
One Year's
For Sale Mrs. Wagner on Wash-Supply Toilet Paper
10.000 sheets $1 at Goebels.
iiigton avenue, will sell out her entire
Money to Burn is a scream. It's at stock of household goods, including
:he Elks' tonight.
brass beds, birdseye maple dressers,
Milk and Cream always on hand tables, mahogany dining room and
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, parlor sets. One set of American
THE

AndrewsCash"

M.

n

CREAM

j

Mann a Witty Speaker.
Judge Mann was the last speaker
MARKET on the program and proved himself
the wittiest political orator in the new
state. He illustrated, every point by a
witty story that.wiini. straight to the
meat of the matter. Both Judges
Fall and Mann created an excellent
EXTRAORDINARY DULL DAY
impression by their speeches.
ON STOCK EXCHANGE.
A Brilliant Success.
The meeting was presided over by
Hon. Amos W. Pollard, who gave a American Tobacco Moved Up. Amal
deserved eloquent tribute to the speakgama ed Copper Unaffected by
ssssssssssssssssssssssssss
ers whom he introduced. Mr. Bursum
Burning of Smelter.
was accompanied by Judge and Mrs.
GOVERNMENTAL COMMISSION
Dern described the wisdom of a plan
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
HAYWARD'S
MARKET Fall, Judge Mann, George W. Armijo, (ByNew
FOR ALASKA SUGGESTED. to lease coal and oil lands.
N.
Y
25
Oct.
The
stock
York,
Judge E. Ii. Medler and Elfego Baca market druted
idly through the mornand the whole party unite in pronoun- 92.. .Phone ..92
ing session, which was the dullest of. Should be a Congressional Committee BIPLANE OF C. P.
many weeks. The government cotton ji"
That Looked Into Conditions
RODGERS IS WRECKED.
ginning
report was construed as
Impartially.
bullish for stocks, but the only acti- He is at Spofford, Texas, and Will
vity Which it produced Was in the ,Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Take Three Days to Make
cotton market. Prices ruled steady: Chicago, 111., Oct. 25. A govern-withoRepairs.
e
material changes except for mental commission or a special
tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Spofford, Texas, Oct. 25. The biof the industrials which develop- - gressional
a
committee to make
75c, $1.00 and $1.50 Per Dozen.
plane of C. P. Rodgers, the
ed a considerable strength. American thorough investigation of Alaskan
ROSES AND CARNATIONS.
APPLES AND PEARS.
aviator, was wrecked near here
bonds moved upward, sixes editions was urged by John Bern of
today as the aviator attempted
early
All of the very best varieties.
AmerLake
a
Salt
on
of
the
anouncement
rresident
that
the
City,
rising
point
to take the air, the smash occurring
one of the subsidiaries would cease ican Mining Congress, today,
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
before he left the ground. The maopposition to the
"These men should not bolster
plan
Garden,
chine hit a hillock. It will take at
Phone Black 12. on consideration of being freed from the pet views of any set of men," up
he
control by the company. New York said, "but they should have the sole least three days to make repairs.
Air Brake made up part of its recent purpose of gathering information so Rodgers was unhurt.
It you want anything on earth-Ne- w Try
heavy loss. Amalgamated copper was the United States could act intelligent-pushe- d
Mexican want ad.
up to above 54 despite the loss ly in framing an Alaskan policy." Mr.
inflicted on the company by the burn-- :
ing of a large smelter. American cot-- ;
ton oil also hardened a large fraction
after falling to 43
a new low level.
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
WE KNOW
Bonds were steady.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
Market Closed Steady,
New York, Oct. 25. The market
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
C. McCONVERY,
closed steady. Prices generally show-- '
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot dup- -.
ed little sympathy with the bidding
licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
stocks.
American
tip of (Selected
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
cotton oil rose 1
125 Palace
from the lowest.
IUDC IV I IVMI ADftT Santa Fe.
The session ended with prices generMIAO. TV . UnUUAftU I i New M iic,
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
ji ally on a dead level with yesterday's Phone. Black 204.
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rH DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer iu New and
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Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

J

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
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Clarendon
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Goods

JAMES

i

New and
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Second-Han-
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PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Sold on
Easy Payments.
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close.

BURSUM atid McDONALD looking for votes. NAT HAN
SALMON," The Bi SW" lookin e for customers, in whirh
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
'

needn't be at all anxious about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be
just as welUdressed in any city in the world
as you are here, if we clothe you. Correct style such as you find here, the kind

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you
buy your
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.

YOUNG MENS STYLES A SPECIALTY
We knowjvhat tip young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want ; not freakish, extreme things, but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $18.00 and up.
FRANCISCO STREET.

;

if you

want not only correct style, but the right

FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES

CALL

ON

OUR DRESSMAKER,
MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST WORK-

MANSHIP.
GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
AT

MODERATE

PRICES

Overcoats, $1.6.50 and up.
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